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Abstract: Data structures defined as term algebras and programs built from
recursive definitions complement each other. Computing in such surroundings
guides us into Nriting simple programs Nith a clear semantics and performing
a rigorous cost analysis on appropriate data structures. In this paper, we
present a programming language so perceived, investigate some basic
principles of cost analysis through it, and reflect on the meaning of
programs and computing.
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I. 'llle formnlislIl REe
Syntax and semantics of REC-programs; the formalisms REC(B) and RECS;
recursive functions. REC l~ith VLI-r-t'iblcs.
-2. Extensions and variations
Abstract languages and compilers. REC over words as data structure; the
formalisms REC\\'(q). REe for functions with variable I/O-dimension; the
forma l:i sms VREC (B) . Campi ling REC into ALGOL. Other types: PARREC. NREC.
mORREC, SYLREC-
3. lhe expressive power of REC
Recursive functions and prcdicat.es. Compi ler from ALGOL into REe, between
different REe-formalisms. and between REC and TURING.
4 .~. Cost (l f [(E[-programs
Input size and operation cost; cost of terms and programs, single and
multi-tape cost in RECW. Quadratic compilers between RECW and TURING.
5. Cost analysis
Evaluation tree; calculation term and organization sequence; cost is
calculation cost plus organizat.ion cost; oblivious programs. Hardcopy
program and calculat.ion term in ari t.hmetic complexi ty. Stratified programs,
compressing, straight-line algori thms. Administering and working operations.
lypes of programs: loop-free, tree-, stick-(generating), simple. primitive.
Cost analysis of (simple) programs.
6. Semantics and cost of programs
SeinantiC5 of REC is deterministic; semantics definition mirrors pecularities
of the language; nondeterminism. Primitive recursive and recursive computations~
using derivation systems for comput.ing; history. syntax versus semantics
in computing; computing naturally with REC. history of REC. Data structures
and programs. 'I11e hyperarithmetic functions are Herbrancl (BUchi). Semantics as
i"t is and <IS it shou Jd be; features of REC; Backus' Turing lecture.
2O. INTRODUCTION
Despite the long practice ln, and the broad theory about, computinE:,
nobody seems to know what computing is. In practical programming, high-level
languages have established themselves as appropriate tools for 'structured
programming I. But just I>'hat is a high-level language, how do I choose the
right one for my task, and where will my program be executed effeciently?
Tn the theory of computation the competition between models of computing is
fiercer still, since machine' languages are also engaged. In both areas
correctness proofs are done either informally or Dvcrformally. neither way
shOl.. ing what a program means. TIle situation is worse when one comes from
understanding programs to writing efficient ones. In practice, everybody
measures cost \~ith his own bendable yardstick, independent of his language,
and thus undependable. In theory, Turing machines and register machines have
partitioned the world into an abstractly complex realm and an arithmetically
complex realm, the latter cDntaining netwDrks and straight-line programs
\~hich are nDt even algorithms. In this \~ay cDmplexity theDry buries itself
under a heap of machine code Nhich is worthless in practice, and misguiding in
theory.
The Dbjects Df cDmputation have to be created by finitistic means. In an
abstract setting the Semi-Thue-systems Df PDSt, alSD called 'fDrmal grammars',
serve this purpDse. In practical prDblems Dne deals with functiDns; thus
one specializes the grammar to produce terms: expressions built frDm finitely
many primitive expressions by finitely many functiDn SymbDls. Usually the
representations are nDt unique; thus one factors the term algebra by (finitely
many) equations. This Nay Df describing a data structure by a Semi-Thue-
system is often called lalgebraic specification'.
Computing then means: handle the data with the tools Nhich are used to
3construct them. Comhine functions in series or 111 parallcl, test whether
a d:lt"llill is pr:imit.ivc or compounJ. 'l1\Csc arc local principles, ill contrast to
the glob::J.I principle of definition by recursion. Recursion corresponds to the
inductive definition of the term algebra; explicit definition is included
as a special case.
These considerations lead to the computation formalism REC which we
present in this paper. Its programs are sets of recursive equations, as used
by Godel to define the recursive functions. In contrast to Gtidcl's definition,
however, REC-programs are formatted for computing in a natural and (up to
parallelism) tleterministic way. Thus there is no need to define the
semantics of recursive equations syntactically, by a derivation system, as
following GtlJel it is usually done.
REC-programs contain no data variables" Built up from the simple con~tructs
mentioned they describe functions directly; thus they are casy to understand. Thj~
mcans tcchnically that it is enough to translate the basic constructs into functions
to get a 'functional semantics!, and into machine code to get an implementation;
the constructions extend themselves to the whole programs. It means practically
that. equipped with the appropriate data structure. REC is a programming language
for ]11";.Jl"tical usc; and, again with the right data structure, IlEC is eas.ily implc'llcll-
ted. l\'l' indi~·;ltc. for examplc, compilers to and from an Al.f;OL-l.lnguagc. Also
\~C const.ruct compilers to and from Turing machines which increase the running
time at most quadratically.
The approach also pays off for him \~ho looks for cheap programs. Since the
semantics is clear, it leaves no choice for the cost definit.ion: cost traces
the scmantics" TIle functional semantics reduces the cost of a program to that.
of its basic constructs. The cost can be related to machine time or space, or
4;lJly utlwr model. and thus be made as realistic of aloof as one want.::;. Arithmetic
and machine complexity are shaped \~ithin the same language, by choosing the
right data structures.
TIll" ,>llIIpJicity in stl'lIctlln~ and till' lal'k or v:lriablcs rn:lkC' explicit tlH'
contz'o} and the data flow in the evaluation of a REC-program. Therefore III
REC we distinguish lcalculation' and 'organization', and their respective
costs. We define 'calculation term' ;.Ifill 'organization sequence' J which
actually do the corresponding tasks in an evaluation. We distinguish types
of REC-programs, and discuss their cost analysis.
'l11i5 is a technical paper; it reports on the I>'ork done so far wi t:h REC J
without elaborating on variant formalisms and without reflecting on
consequences. Some of the more polemic remarks in this introduction are
(hopefully \~cll-) founded by the discussion in Sect. 6. We will pursue
those lssues in a separate paper.
Acknowledgment: REC evolved in a series of lectures on "Theory of Computability"
and "Theory of Algorithms" at the Technische Universit:1t Berlin together with
IV- Fey, K. Fleischmann, B. /IIahr. and f. MUller; sec the lecture notes
[Fleischmann - MUller - Sieftes 1975] and [Fleischmann _ Mahr _ Siefkes 1977].
A short account appeared in [Siefkes 1979]. I thank the people in Berlin and
at Purdue for important feedback and backup by listening. arguing. and letting
me go. 1 am especially indebted to F. MUller, \~ho invented a first version
of RECS I.,.ith restricted recursion; to B. Mahr, who insisted on cost analysis
and thus helped to create Sect. 4 & 5 of this paper; to J .R. BUchi, to whom
1 O\~e 1Il:111Y of the observations and most of the aim of Sect. 6. esp. the
cruical passages in 6.5; and to J. Woj d k Il'ho made me aware of the language
of roots and trees.
51. THE FORMALISM REC
The language REC is a shell which grows into a programming language
if one plants it over a data structure according to one's wishes. As an
example for such a construction, along with REG itself we introduce and
discuss an embedding into the simplist infinite data structure, the natural
numbers In many representation. "Simple REC" is universal, i.e. good to
define all recursive functions.
1.1 Consider the following recursive definitions of addition and multi-
plication over the natural numbers, using successor and predecessor:
ADD(X, Y) :'" if Y=o then X else ADD(X, Y":'l)+l
MULT(X, Y) := if Y=o then 0 else ADD(MULT(X, Y':l) ,X)
Each line could be the body of a function procedure declaration in an ALGOL-like
program. For any input x,yeN the procedure computes an output zeN. using an
obvious evaluation strategy; MULT calls ADD as a subroutine. In this way
the procedure defines a function, e.g. add: NxN ~ N. Let this be our
motivation for REC. REC-programs are sequences of procedure definitions, which
arc built up from basic functions with the help of operators. Each procedure
names (describes, defines) the function it computes. In computer programs
variables control the data flow; procedures use variables for communication.
In REC we use "data manipulating functions" instead. REC-programs thus
contain variables only for functions, not for data. Tn this way data transfer
is made explicit, and can be considered in the cost analysis.
1.2 REe-programs name partial functions f:Dn ~ Om over some domain 0, n,m ~ o.
n mWe call 0 and 0 the source and the target of f, resp. n = 10im f and
m = COim f arc the input and output dimension of f. Dom f and range fare
the domain of definition and range of values of f. We assume that :tIl domains
(,
contain all element o.
As basic functions for REC we use the one-dimensional identity. an
eraser, and a zero creator; for "simple" REC further successor and
predecessor, thus al!OI"ing (sequence of) natural numbers as data structure.
id: IlJim = OIhm ::: 1 id x:= x
crase: 1Dim = 1, DOim = a erase x .- £: (empty sequence)
zero: 10im 0, OOim = 1 zero E :"" 0
Slice: 10im = OOim = 1 suce x .= x+l
pred: IOim = DDim = 1 pred x := 1'-1; XTO
o· X"'O,
'l1lC lCOJltl"Ol) operators in REC map functions into functions. An application
of an operator requires matching I/O-dimensions of the arguments, the result
has a fixed TID-dimension.
composition (fog), IDim f = DOim g
r(gX); xEDom g(fog)x -
undefined; otheI1dse
product (f@g),




combination (f, g) IDim f = IDim g
ffX,gX), xEDom f, XE:Dom g
(f,g)x .-
undefined; D.W.
test if f then g else h,
IDim f = IDim g = TDim h,
ODim f 1, ODim g = ODim h
7{
gX; fx 0 0
(if f then g else h)x.- hx; fx =f= 0
undefined; x¢dom £
Later we will define the follOl~ing auxiliary function in nEe:
selectors ns. . 1< j.< n,Jl, ... ,]rn I - 1- 10im = n, OOim = m
n
s·l . (x" ...•x) := (X'., •...• x'·m);J •... ,Jill n
especially the projections s~;
J
constant functions c~. 1Dim = ll, OOiffi = 1
1.3 Definition: Syntax of the language RECeB)
Let B be a set of function symbols with fixed I/O-dimensions (function
constants) .
aDinl m.
For i,n,meN let F~,m be a function variable of 1Dim nand,
(a) Terms: Any function variable and any function constant 10, ERASE, ZERO,
ZERO, or G where GEB, is a term. If u,s,! are terms of suitable
I/O-dimensions, so are (sot) J (s@t)J (5, t) J and (if 5 then t else u).
Note that any term has fixed I/O-dimensions.
(b) Programs: For i=l, ... ,k let F. be different function variables,
and t i terms with I/O-Dim t i = I/O-Dim 1\. If the terms contain
no other function variables, then
is a program with the I/O dimension of Fl.
(c) To simplify notation we suppress indices and brackets wherever possible,
and use expressions like ADD, or ADDFIRSTo for function variables.
8(d) As an example we rewrite the definition of multjplic'ltioll in
1.1 as a REC(B)-program with B={S~,S;.c~,SUCC.PRED}:
MULT := if s~ thcI!. c; else ADDa(MULTo(ID~RED),S~)
ADD := if s; then si else SllCCO(ADD°{IDilPRED))
1.4 TIle semantics of a REe-program will be the function computed by it. The
evaluation of a REC-program on an input consists of a sequence of steps of
the following three types: (i) evaluation of function constants for given
argu_mcnts. (ii) manipulation of data through control operators, (iii) (possibly
recursive) calls for the evaluation of function variables on given arguments
IlsinR their definition. (This is a call-by-value strategy: we transfer data
only, anJ do not substitute terms.) For eXLlJ:lplc, the evaluation of the multi-








= MULT(2,1) = ...
= ADDO(MULTo(IDEPRED),5i) (2,1)
...MULT(2,O) = = 0 ...
ADD (0 , 2) =,~.~.~.~=~2.-::::::::=::::=:::=::::::::---
AUH(2,2) = ... = 4
MULT(2,') = t , (2,2)
252 (2,2) = 2
= ADDO(MULTo(ID:ilPRED) ,Si) (2,2) =
(MULTo (IJ)lOPRED), Si)(2, 2) =
MULTo (ID'WRE") (2, 2) =
(IJ)lOPRED)(2,2) =
10(2) = 2, PRED(2)
"1.5 Ilcrillition: Scmantjcs of IH:C(B)
For c<lch con~tant GE.B fix a function g with the same I/O-dimensions. g is
the interpretation of G. ~. or the set {g;GcB}, is the basis of REC(B).
IVa define the function
VAI.:programs -+ [terms -+- functionsl
\~lIidl uescribes the evaluation of REC(B)-programs. Let
A:::: (f\ :=t1,···.Fk :=tk )
be a REC(B)-program. 'l1le semantics of A is the function VAL(A) (F
1
). I'/e define
VALCA) by recursion over the structure of terms. (We drop the argument A.
For simplicity I>'C assume that all arguments have the correct dimension; for
others VALet) is not defineu. Expressions Idtll undefined subcxpressions are
undefined. )
(1) VAL(p°'l)b .- VAL(p) (VAL(q)b)




(4) VAL (if a then p else q)b:"" VAL(q)b; VAL(s)bfo
undefined; O.IL
(5) VAL(lD)b:"" b, VAL(ERASE)b :"" (;
VAL{ZEHO)(; ="" 0, VAL{G)b.- gb for G£ll
(6)
(7 )
VAL(F.)b := VAL(t.)b, ,
VAL(t)b is undefined if its computation docs not terminate.
J ,I,. Thl' definition of the evaluation function VAL is itself n'cursjve. The
evalllati.on of VAL, hO\~ever, is unique except for the parallel calls in clauses
(2) + (3). As proved in 6.1+2, either order (as well as parallel computation)
wi II yield the same result. in the end, since (1) - (6) is strictly call-by-
value. TIlUS one need not to \iOrry about I~hat evaluation strat.egy to choose for
VAL. In this sensc def. 1.5 yields a deterministic evaluation strategy for any
R[;C-program. (See also 3.6J
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One gets REC-prograrns from the sets of equations used by G~del to
define recursive functions (see [Gtldel 1934]), by
(1) allOl~inr; arbitrary output dimension;
(ii) permitting only (different) function variables as terms on the left side;
(iii) making the evaluation strategy deterministic;
(iv) eliminating the number variables.
In the follOl~ing definition, Ne therefore call functions on the natural numbers
'recursive! if they are computable by an RECS-program. Sect. 3 shows that the
tim definitions actually are equivalent. - We will discuss the issue of
scm;llltics in more dC1:ai1 in Sect. 6.
t.7 lJcfinnion:
CaJ A program computes, or defines, or names its semantics. Two programs
with the same semantics are eqUivalent.
(Il) ~:CS, or ;;imple REC, is Itr;C over the hasis {sucl",preuJ. A function is
called recursive if it is computable by an RECS-program.
(c) We Ndte REG also short for REC(B), if the basis is of no concern, or
is clear from the context. On the other hand, NC may include the function
constants id, crase, zero into the basis.
1.3 Lemma: The selectors and constant functions of 1.7 are recursive, and
so arc adJltion, multiplication and exponenti~ation.






This yields REe-programs fDr the selectors:
sn
j 1, ... ,jm
n n
- (S.], ... ,5. )
J JID
(By 1.5 the operators <i>, C.J and 0 are associative. This helps to save
brackets.) We build up RECS-programs for the constant functions inductively:
CO _ ZERO.
o - C~l&£RASE
Section 1.:) contains I~ECS-programs for addition and multiplication; es-
pOllcnti ad Oil \~orks simi larly. Q.E.D
1.9 111C programs in the proof of 1.8 contain function symbols which are
defined through earlier programs. \'Ie get complete REC-programs by adding the
corresponding lines. In this sense we will use function symbols in REC-
programs, especially for selectors and constant functions.
TIle function constants of REe, id, erase, and z.ero, together with the contol
operators serve to manipulate data; the basic functions, e.g. SliCC and pred in
RECS, change data. This distinction will be important for the cost analysis.
To al1O\~ for easier writing and reading of REC-programs. however, we will allow
variables for (sequences of) natural nwnbers. although they obscure the data
fluw. 'l1w programs for addition and multiplication show how this transition
works, Formally we introduce a new language: REC with variables.
1.10 Definition:
(a) We introduce variables and constants for nwnbers into a REC-program in the
following \~ay: Change each line F:=t into FX:"'tx. using as many variables as
the input dimension is. Then "evaluate" the terms faT these variables instead for
'2
data. To this end we change the procedure VAL of 1.S into VAR. altering
(4) and (6) as well into:
(II) Vi\l~(:if 5 then p else q) x .- if VAR(s)x then VAR(p)x else VAR(q)x
(6) VARCP) x 0= rx,
and replacing (7) by clauses for selectors and constant functions:




)J , ..• Jm
The semantics of a REC-program with variables is obvious from 1.5.
b) Let fox: =t be a function procedure where the term t contains no other
variables than x=(x1 "" ,xn). We eliminate variables and constants for
numbers from t:his line in the following way: Cancel x behind F. Within t
replace each occurrence (s., •... ,x. ) of variables by
J Jm
n
and each number constant k by the symbol Ck . Finally
nthe selector 5. , .J , ... .]ID
change each application
set) into a composition Sot. The result of this procedure, applied to a
sequence A of lines, is called DEVAR(A). We call A a REG-program with
variables if DEVAR(A) is a correct REG-program.
1.11 Theorem: For any REG-program A and any REC-program B with variables: A
and VAR(A) are equivalent, and so are Band DEVAR(B).
Proof: 13y induction on the program structure. Q.E.D.
1.12 [orom now on we weaken our requirements about REG-programs: we allow
variables for numbers, and identify functions and function symbols, using the
same expressions for both.
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2. EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS
TIle language RECS is good to define all computable functions over the
coding their data structures into~. Instead we will modify REC
natural numbers. (See Sect. 3.) We can handle other problems through RECS by
fOT tWi;>-":~d.~e
complicated data structures. Here are two reasons for doing so: (il All
problems come with their peculiar data structures. Only in keeping it. we
can \...-rite good programs and analyze their cost. (ii) \','e facilitate the
comparison of REC with other formalisms, say ALGOL or Turing machines.
Especially, we can write compilers which do not change the cost of progrqms
too much. RECS has all the computation pOl~eT we can wish for, but it is a poor
language for \'lri ting efficient programs.
Most data structures, like matrices, trees, or any graphs, can be (and
are in praxis) easily represented by lists (finite sequences). Since Turing
machines, too, work on linear input, we will restrict ourselves to this type.
A function on lists can be thought of as having either one argument of variable
lcngth (Iwrd) or a variable number of arguments (sequence). Trivially a word
is a finite sequence; again a finite sequence can be coded into a word,using
an extra symbol. Regarding the data access, however, both structures are quite
diffcl·cnt. In 2.3-6, we I~ill therefore consider REC over words; in 2.7-9, we
ldll modi fy REC to compute functions with a variable number of arguments. We
start in 2.1+2 with the general notions of 'language' and 'compiler'.
2.1 Definition:
(a) An (abstract algorithmic) language is a pair (L,l) where
(il L is a decidable set, called programs,
(ii) I is a function on L, called interpretation or semantics. which to
any program yields a computable function.
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C f(b) (M,.J) is an extensioll 01' (L,1) if L-=t\l and ,J I.=T.
lc) I\. compiler from (1.,1.1 to (M,.I) lS a computable Function C::I.-~ M s.t.
J·C'=I.
(J) Tlw languages are eguivalent if they admit compilers in both directions.
2.2 Remarks:
(a) If (M,J) is an extension of (L,l), then the inclusion is a trivial compiler.
Both languages are equivalent, if there is a compiler in the other direction as
weI} .
(b) If there is a compiler from (L, I) to (MJJ) J then range(I) ~ range(J).
Thus equivalent languages compute the same functions.
(e) If ~~I, then REeCE') lS an extension of REC(Il). If Il contains suec and
pred and only recursive functions, then REe(S) is equivalent to RECS. REe(S)
I....ith anJ ,.'ithout variables are equivalent through the compilers VAR and DEVAR
of 1. !(),
2.3 !'1e Nill nON collect the concepts Ne need to apply REC to Nord functions.
*For any finite set M let M be the free monoid over M. A member
* *ml ,· .ffik of M is called a \~ord. of length k. TIle unit of ~l is the~
word E, of length o. The monoid operation is concatenation


















addfirstm W := mw for mdl (add first letter m)
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The n) ITl'SpOlld i IIg I;lS t -ope I"a t i OilS ;1 J'e de fi ned <lIl<llugUllS I y. For' IU;C (lvel"
words! (def. 2.4) \~C \~ill use as data structure M*, not the free monoid, but
the algebra generated (not freely) from the empty wort! by the "successor
functions" addfirstm andaddlastm. and further equipped with their converses
first, last, subfirst, sublast, and with the test for equal letters. NO\I1 let
'lEN. q:!!ol. Write q short for {o, ... ,q-l}. c •Let N -q be the set of q-aryq
Tcprcsen't<lt.ions of the natural numbers. Any function on N can be translated
•into a function on Nq , and then extended to q by identifying ow l'iith w for
•
wf£. Conversely, for '1>1 addfirstl is a natural one-ta-one coding of q into
•Nq • II'hich serves to translate functions over 9 into functions over N.
2.4 Definition: For q~l let
B := ffiQUAL,FIRST,LAST,SUBFIRST.SUBL.~T,ADDFIRSTm,ADDLASTm;m<q}q
•Illi til interpretations over q as in 2.3. Let REC\qq : = REC (B ) be the language
q
REC for q-ary wordfunctions (REC over words for short), By 2.3 we can use
RECI\'q to compute functions overINj normally we will use RECW ._ REcm.
2.5 Examples:
<I) '111e Illord functions cat and length are computable in RECWq, further
{O' w=£,empty w - (empty word)00; 0.\11.
{O' u=v,eq (u, v) .- (equali ty)00; 0.\11,
{uv; u'qgaddfirst (u, v) := (generalized addfirst),. o. III.,
{u' w=umv, m not in u,flrstm w := III ; 0."1. (part before first m. mEg)
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v; W=UffiV, m not in u
subfirstm W .-
Wj D.W
(subtract first m and part before, meq)
and the analogous last-functions.
b) The functions successor and predecessor are computable in RECW.
Proof:
a) We present RECI'/q-programs. (Note that lie use a for TRUE, and 00 for
FALSE.)
empty u : = if addfirsto(u)=o then 0 else 00
cq(u,V) .- if empty(u) then (if empty v then 0 else 00)
else if empty(v) then 00 else if equal(first u. first v)
then eq(subfirst U J subfirst v) else 00
gaddfirst(u,v) .- if equal(u,o) then addfirsto(v) else
if equal(u,q-l) then addfirst(q-l)v else E
where E := subfirst(o) , and o:=cn (n depends on the program)
o
catCu,v) if empty(u) then v else cat(sublast(u), gacldfirst(last (u),v))
length w .- if empty(\I') then 0 else succ{length(sublast w))
We leave the search functions as an exercise.
b) The successor of the binary number uol ... l is ulo ... o. Thus a RECW program
for the successor function is:
suce N : '" if empty N then 1 else
if first N '" 0 then succ (sub first \~) else
if last w '" 0 then addlastl (sublast N)
else addlasto(succ(sublast w))
'111C program for pred and the analogous programs in RECI'lq are left as an
exercise. If one uses the q-ary successor in a), one gets the length as a
q-ary number. Q.E.D.
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2.6 Remark: If we identify functions over IN' and functions over N2, then we
,l',l't ;1 l"llilipi [el' 1"1'0111 IlECS into I~I:CW hy ;ltldill~ ["Ill' IH·(J.L~r;lIns rOI" slIn: ;111<1 prcd Ill"
2.Sb to RECS-programs. TIlis compiler is of no use, since the compiled programs
do not utilize the structure of N2 "
2.7 REC\'/ is good for progranuning such functions as bitwise addition and
mul tip lien tion. punctions on J e. g. matrices or graphs. require direct access
to all parts of the input. We regard the elements of such lists as separate
arguments.
* *For any set 1) 5.t.O£0, and any e¢D let E := ECO) := 0 v {eL For any
nl.O we emhed On into E. We will regard partial functions on oq or D* as functions
I.... ith E as source and target; I ....e will use e for error handling (dimensions do not
fit). (Following D. Scott one can consider E as a lattice \"ith e as top and
'undefined' as bottom. If one misuses"undefined" for error handling, as we
dld ln Sect.l, one has a partial order. In practical programming, however, one
,,,ould distinguish the message "dimension error" from non-termination, which
results in "time out".) For aEE we define the dimension as




We require fe=e for any function f on E. We extend a function f:Dn + Om
*to f :E -+ E by
* {fa; dim a = !Dim f
f a:=
e; 0.'"
* *f and f thus coincide on source f J especially dom f = (domf ) resource f).
*We define liD-Dim f :'" liD-Dim f. Normally ,,,e will then write f instead of
*f. Any function ,,,hich is not an extension in this sense, is of variable
liD-dimension. For such an f the equations I/O-Dim(f)=n shall be true for any
noN.
For REC over E we need two more basic functions:
the variable identity vid, I/O-Dim variable,
vidx:=x;
the variable eraser verase, IDim variable, ODim=o,
verase x




: = t undefin:d;
for some i
o.w. if x. undefined for some i,
lhen the definition of composition and combination of 1.2 carries over to
E unchanged. TIle test operator has to pass on error messages:
e; fx=e
gx; fx"'o
(ir r then g else h) x .-
hx; fxjo
undefined; o.\~.
For the pTaduct we distinguish grouping from left and from right. In
(f@g)x thus f takes as much of x as it can digest (i.e. all of x if IDim(f)
is variable; othen~ise IDim(f) many arguments if-there are); g gets the rest .
•Let xeD, dim(x)=n :
{
(f(Xl •... 'Xj)'g(Xj+l •... 'Xn)); where j:=max{i; o~l~n,
(f&g)x := IDim(f)=i, IDim(g)=n-il
e; if no such i exists
f,g) g is defined analogously from the right, using "min" instead of "max".
2.8 Definition: Let the domains D and E be as in 2.7, let B be a set of
functions over E. The language VREC(B) for functions over D with variable
dimension is defined as follOl~s: Function constants are id. erase, zero
extended to E, further vid, verase from 2.7, and the functions in B; control
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operators are composition, left and right product, combination, and test-on-
zero from 2.7; syntax and semantics are as for REC. We identify functions and
control operators with their extensions, nTId thus regard Vl~EC(B) as an extension
of REe(B). Especially we are interested in VRECS (simple VREC) and
VRECW (VREC for Iwrd functions).
2.9 Examples:
a) The data access functions which correspond to the word functions in
2.3+5, arc computable in VREC. (Of course there is no analogon to concatenation.)
b) Variable-length addition and multiplication, and the dimension function
arc computable in VRECS.
Proof:
a) We give a few examples. For xeE let
{


















- .if VADDI:rnSTo then ZEltO else AOl)o(lI)@VADD)
Finally
DIM - if VADDFIRSTo then ZERO else SUCCoDIMoVSUBFI~ST
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2.10 "1118 reader should have no problems to compile the REC-formalisms
considered :i nta his fnvori 1:c programming language. To translate a REC-
progr:lm A, for example, :into an ALGOL-like language, first put variables
into A using 1.10. Then change any line Fx "= t into a procedure declaration
function F(X); F := t
and adJ ALGOL-procedures for the functions and operations used in A. For
example, in ALGOL one computes (f€g)(a,b) by computing fa and gb, and
combining the results into a field (fa,gb]. rinally one gets an ALGOL-program
equivalent to A by declaring the types of variables, and specifying input and
OLitput.
2.11 Let us discuss briefly other types of REC-formalisms.
a) As mentioned in 1.6 the definition of the semantics of REC does not specify
in which order (:f@s)b and (f,g)b are to be evaluated. Depending on the
computation facilities, one can implement VAL in such a way that (possibly
bounded) parallel computation is possible. This might create synchronization
problems. Call this version PARREC.
b) \'le can extend REC to NREC by adding a function cons tant COIN, of IDim 0 and
ODIM I, I"hich takes the values 0 and 1 (or some other value oF 0) nondeterministically.
TI1US NREC allO\~s nondeterministic computations. Conveniently. COIN is used as
a condition in if-then-else-terms only. The semantics definition 1.5 is
extended by adding the nondeterministic line
VAL(COIN)E. := 0 or VAL(COIN)E := 1.
Thus now the semantics of a program is a relation.
c) Similarly ''Ie can add function constants COINp. where 0 ~ p ~ I, with the
semantics
VAL(COINp)E .- 0 or VAqCOINp)c ;= I ''lith probability p.
This formalism, call it PROBRE~. allows to model the types of probabilistic
algorj thm_~ I"hich aTe used in the literature. For example, the term
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if COU...(I;~ then f else if COH([/~ thell l-: cl~c h
UllOW5 to choose with equal pl'obabihility between the computOltion of f, g,
and h. "111C semantics of i.l program in l'ROImEC is again a relatioll, but now
\~ith probabilities for the values.
d) In [Kirchner-Rtshrich-Siefkes 1979] we use a logic language SYL to
synchronize the computations of nondeterministic procedures working in
parallel. SYL lends itself to be combined \~ith REC to allow the types of
computation indicated above. By intertwining the formal semantics of REC and
SYL we get a powerful and convenient formalism to specify nsynchronizcd
computation systems", a quite general model of asynchronou:=: computations.
:L Till: [;XI'ltl:SSIVE I'OWElt OF IH:C
--- _.__._--------
In tid:; sec'tlon we will do some programming in REC. We will introduce
till" HSl' Ill" pn'dil'ares ill REC-programs, and sketch a n)mpiler from a restric'ted
I\I,(;lH.,.I:lll~:Il;Lge in'to REC. To prove that REC is universal we will give easy
compi !l'1"S hetween REC and multi-tape Turing machines. Since this type of
dt'Vt' IOllmen! j s fami 1iar from 't radi tiona 1 formal isms, we can be rather brief
hcr-c.
:L I 1\':'0 usual we call il pretlicatc recursive if its characteristic function is
n"L:lIl"sive. Cont.rnry to normal u:;age we allow partially defined predicates,
S i m:c \~e lire j n'te res tetl in condi tions on partial funct.ions, e. g. £x=O. As
illl[Jljt·it in example 2,5, we define the charac'teristic function cp of a
pnod i t';1 te p ,IS
() px true
cp x 0- I px false
undefined ; px undefined
We ~erwralize !tEe-programs by allowing predicates in the place of thMr
dlOlr:lcteristic functions. Part a) of t.he following lemma together with lemma
1.1i. furnishes a proof that recursive predicates are closed under Boolean
0pcl'arions and bounded quantifiers, \~hich mean:;:
If 1'.<] :Il·e t'l'l"\II'sive prcdit';ltt'S, so ;1 lOt' ,p, pl\q. PV([.]1 ~ q, p(;' q,
-,
.L _ I.emma: oj The functions signum and anti-signum
sg x ._ if x=Q then 0 else 1
:IIT n.:cllrsivc, :llltl $0 arC 'iterated sum and product
y y
sllIng{y,z) := i: g(x,1.), prodg(y,z) := IT g(:oI..1.) I
x=O x=O
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j f g is D. recursive function.






y > x { z. ; rfO 1\ x, ,-y .; z+1
are recursive, and so are the, predicates =, ~ <
c) The generalized projections with variable IDimension
vs(i,x) :=
I <: i ~ dim x
0.1"',
:.lre computable in VREC. They are needed in VREC for data access.
Proof: I\'e provide the necessary REC-programs.
a) The definitions of sg and sg are REC-programs.
stlmg(y,z) := if y=O then g(O,z) else sumg(Y':'l, z) + g(y,z)
prodg is analoguous.
h) x'='y ::: if y=O then x else pred(x)':'pred(y)
x~ := if x=O then 0 else if y=O then 1 else pred(x)~red(y)
x=y : '" x.::. yAy .::. x ; x <: y . _ , y <: X
lxjyl := if x <: y then 0 else LX':y/yJ +1
c) vs(i ,x I '- ••• xn ) = if i=O v n=O then e else
if i=1 then xl else vs(i':'l, x" .•. ,x ]
-- -- n
'111is translates into the V:1EC-~)rogrum (5ee exafilplc 2.9a]
vs := if vfit'st=O then e else if vfirst=l then vfirstovsubfirst
else vsa(predCWsubfirst]
where- c ~tllnds short for any term producing an error-message; as zero.
(Check how the cases n=O ami i > narc I\ilndleli.) Q.E.Il.
.'.3 Clliltilllling in the spiril of 3.1+~ we l'WI]d huihl up now a library of
rU;C-progr:lms and progr;u'lndng. tcchnil!Uc~•.whi.ch would enable us to use REC like
any progmmming language. Instead we will sho\~ that REG is equivalent to an
ALCOL-l;1I1l:U<lge. Ibis way also one can transfer our treatment of cost
all;l] ys i·; ill Sl'ct. ., li 5 to other languages.
Till' ] anguage \1C think of has the concepts of ALGOL 60, except go to and
switch. As data we allow natural numbers or \~ords. single or in arrays; also
lIoulc:ln v;llucs. \~hich \~e identify with 0 and 1. To translate such a program into
IlI:C un tilt· following:
1. step: Determinc the REC-language to be used: REG, VREC. RECW, VRECW; then
cauce L the declarations of variables. Determine the function basis B by
co]iC'cting all undefined functions and predicates.
2. step: l'lorking inside out with the help of lemma 3.4 replace all while-
:llld !'Ol'-! oops by rccursive procedures. Al so program other control 5tructure~
in iUL
3. step: Change procedure bodies into REG-lines, chopping off the heads. Use
procedure names as function variables. and local variables (i.e. variables
lISCU only insjde the procedure) as data variables. Global variables (used in
more than one procedure) have to be made function variables, too. The
assiglllllent statements inside a procedure are to be worked into the term(s)
or thl' L'olTespondillg REC-linc(s). Usc auxiliary function variables freely.
/1. step: Usc the input/output spccification5 of the ALGOL-program to determine
the fi rst line of the REC-program; then omit them.
S. step: If wanted, eliminate the data variables with the help of 1.10.
'nlis compi ler is admittedly vague. A more detailed presentation, however,
woulu not only be outside, but against the scope of this paper : programs from
a machine-oriented language like ALGOL will not become better structured by
tr:Jns[,1ting them into a function-oriented language like REC.
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3.4 Lemma: In ALGOL 60, while- and for-loops can be replaced by recursive
procedures.
Proof: "nlis is of course a standard fact. I~e indicate the construction to
make the presentation of the compiler self-contained.
a) The procedure
procedure !leX);
begin H := FeX); while P(X.H) do " := G(X,H) end
can be replaced by the following equivalent pair of procedures
procedure H(X); H := IT (X,F(X))
procedure HeX); H .- if ,P(X,Y) then Y else H(X.G(X,Y))
b) TIle hody of the procedure
pro~cdure H(X.U.V,W);
begin H := F(X); for I=U step V until IV do II .- G(X.I,H) end
is equivalent to
begin 11:= F(X); I := U; while I < IV do
begin H := G(X,I.H); I := I+V end end
Thus as in a) the whole procedure can be replaced by
procedure IICX,U , V,I'l); 11.- iT(X,U,V,W.F(X))
procedure TI(X,U,V,W,Y);
II := if U > W then Y else H(X,u+v,V,W,G(X,U,Y))
Note that in b) the pair (i-I, I) (01' (Y.U) in TI) plays the same role as H
(or Y in R) in a). Q.E.D.
3.5 From now on we will assume that any 'computable' function C3n be programmed
in a REC-formalism over the appropriate data structure. Especially, the
different REC-formalisms arc 311 equivalent if we code and decode the d:lta
correspondingly. For example, we can translate a RECW-program· mUltiplying
integers bitwise, into an RECS-program; similarly for a VREC-program finding
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Il,lllli I (oil i all l~ i n"ll i t~ ina I-:raph, hy cod i IIR graph~ int.o sequences, sequences
intu wonl:;, words into numbers. AS:I tess pructical and more precise way of
pl'ovill!: the llllivl'rsality of REC, .in the rest of the Section we will present
campi lel'S between Turing machines and REC-programs. I'le will be more detailed
here. sin..:c in Scct. 4 \~C Idll investigate the cost increase of these
compi lers.
3. U FOI" L:onvcnJ cnce we consider mul ti - tape Turing machines with two special
tapes for input and output, rcsp.; we need not to be specific about details.
We assume machines to be programmed in a language TURING, and identity programs
and mat.:hincs. Let A _ (F} := t 1 •..• ,F.2, := \') be a program in any REC(B)-
fonll:1! ism \~h('re D is a finite set of computable functions. We construct a
Turing machine M which simulates the evaluation of A. and thus is equivalent to
A. M has two working tapes, and has the program A. as well as programs for
thl' fUllctions in D. built into the hardware. Started with an input b, M
pr i II t s FIh on tare 1. Using tape I as a s tack and tape 2 for the calculation
of ll;1sit: functions, M now evaluates FIb, following the definition 1.5 of VAL.
At each stage of the evaluation,tape 1 contains a sequence tl; ... jt
m
where
cadI word t. is either,
(il a ;':..~_~_~~~ of A, or
(i i) ;) ~atllm • .i.e. a possible input (sequence), or
(iii) an evaluation term pc, i.e. p is a subtcrm of A and c is a datum, or
(i v) ;j pair [pc,qdJ where each element is an evaluation term or the empty
Imrd.
The Following table says what M does depending on whether t is an evaluation
m
term (lines 1-6; corresponding to 1-6 in the definition of VAL) or a "returned
v;l!uc" (lines 7-10).
progt";tm.
M docs line 6 by getting t. from the internally stored,
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top of stack changed into
(I ) (paq)c p;qc
[d,] ;pc
[,qc] ;pe
(if s then p else q)c;sc
,if dfO
,if d=O








t 2) l\'®q ) l'
( 3.1 (p,q)c
(4 ) (if s then p else q)c




(9) [c] ; d
(10) (if s then p else q)c;d
1i' ,ll~j-lll,-~r of these cases applies, then tape I contains a sin~!lc J;ltun. ,.
prints this on the output tape, and halts. By induction on the number of
evaluation steps we can prove that M simulates the computation of VAL(A) (FI)b.
(Note that we have fixed the order of evaluation for (Pf)q) and (p,q).) Ne
could change M into a universal REe-interpreter by putting the program A
on the input tape instead into the hardware.
3.7 Theorem: There is a compiler from any REC-formalism with a computable
basis into TURING.
3.8 To get the converse compiler let M by any Turing machine. A computation of
M can be described by a (possibly infinite) sequence of configurations. Let II
be the set of hal ting configurations of M. Let g be the function which to any
configuration not in H yields the next configuration. 'Then the function
(1) fx;= if xE;H then x else (fag)x
is the "configuration function computed by W', i. e. if ~l is started in configur-
aliull .\, then fx is the halting configuration if there is any, and undefined
otheI1~ise. The predicate EH and the function g are easily computable; thus
by 3.5 they can be programmed in REC. These programs together with (1)
yield ;1 ]{U:-program for f. (To be more specific, we can code configurations
into \~ords, and thus get a RECi'i'-program.) If M is used to compute a function
h : n ~ D. we have
(2) h:== \~rite 0 f 0 read.
\~here for aED read(a) 1S the initail configuration of M on input a, and
write(b)€.D is 'the output for the halting configuration b. Thus if we add
(2) to the program for f, we get a REC-program for h.
3.9 Theorem: There is a compiler from TURING into REC.
3.10 Corollary: Every recursive function can be computed by an RECS-program
of 'the form
f : == \~ri te 0 g 0 read
g ._ if finf then id else g 0 nextf
lIere work, read, finf, and nextf (the two latter ones depending on f) are
very simple functions (e.g. elementary) \~hich manipulate bit representations
of numbers. This is an analogue to Kleene's Normal Form fori-recursive
functions.
3.11 It is not hard to extend the given compilers 'to the fonnalisms mentioned
in 2.11. Parallel computation in REC can be done on systems of Turing machines
which are interrelated by extra heads on their inpu't/outpu't types: each
machine can print its output onto the input tapes of the other machines.
Conversely such syst_ems can be simulated in PARREC. Similarly. nondetenninistic
and probabilistic Turing machines correspond to nondeterministic and prob-
abilistic REC-programs, rcsp.
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4. COST OF REC-PROGRAMS
To get an idea of the complexity of a problem one calculates the cost of
fast algorithms solving it, and tries to contrast these "upper bounds" with
"J(J\~cr hounus" which no algorithm can beat. In practical cases one determines
the CO$t of an algorithm on a given input by counting hON often the "leading
opcration(s)" is(are) executed during the evaluation. In this rough way
one estimates the total number of steps of the algorithm. and thus the time
it consumes. Often one does the counting in one sweep for inputs of the same
"size"; the size might be the length of a word or list, or the dimension of a
matrix. OT the number of nodes of a graph. The cost of the algorithm as
function of the input size is then defined as the maximal cost for inputs of
that size. For a concrete programming language Nith its many features it is
hard to define "cost" precisely. \'Ie will give a definition for our REC-
languages. This definition can be transferred to concrete ALGOL-like languages.
and e:1I1 thus serve as a basis for a rigorous cost analysis.
ll't· :-;l;.lrr lI'ith defining "input size" and "operation cost". In REC
an operation can be either a function constant or a control operator (including
call). In (V)REC(B) any operation "costs II a natural nwnber, independent of
the argument. Thus we count the operations, Neighted according to their
difficulty. Normally, however, any function constant in B will be charged 1.
the others 0; thus data manipUlation (including control operators) is free.
In REC over Nards Il'e are less generous: ll'e charge for data manipulation, too;
'the cost accounts for Turing machine steps. thus depends on the length of the
:11·gIJIlll'IH, at least for the singlc-'tClps case (sec -1.3c).
4.1 Llcrinition: Input size and operation cost in REC-formalisms:
Let B be a set of functions, let x~(Xl' .. "Xm) be an input, let qdN, q~l:
m
oj REC(B) over N, esp. I{ECS: 'nlC si zc of x is its numerical value E
i~l
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Normally the cost is a for id, erase. zero, :..mcl any operiltor, and 1 for fe;B
(sometimes other natural numbers).
b) VREC(B): Normally, the size of x is its dimension m; otherwise a monotone
function of m. The operation cost is as in REC(B), but often to faT some
special functions only.
c) (V)UECl'iq(B); The size of x is its length. For all operations the cost
is 1 (multi-tape cost), or the length of the arguments (single-tape cost),
or else a monotone function thereof.
4.2 Definition: a) Cost of terms and programs, depending on the input:
~ollowing in parallel the semantics definition 1.5 we define the evaluation
cost of HEe-programs as a recursive function
COST: programs + [terms + [inputs + Bi]]
TIle basis of the recursion is the operation cost OPCOST(op)b of an operation
op on the input b. Thus let A ::: (F1 := t l , ... ,Fk .- t k) be a REC-program.
We write COST instead of COST(A).
(I) COST(p'q)b ,= COST(p) (VAL(q)b)+COST(q)b+OPCOST(.) (VAL(q)b)
(2) COST(p(x)q) (b,c) ,= COST(p)b+COST(q)c+OPCOST(@)(b,c)
(3) COST(p,q)b ,= COST(p)b+COST(q)b+OPCOST(,)b
jm+COST(P)b; VAL(s)b=o(4) COST(if s then p else q) b:= m+COST(q)b; VAL(s)bio
undefined; o.w
where m := COST(s)b+OPCOST(test)b




COST(F.)b ,= COST(t.)b+OPCOST(call)b, ,
COST(A) ,= COST(F])
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b) Cost of programs. depending on the input size:
We use the same name for the size cost function
COST : programs -+ [terms -+ [ N -+ IN J] .
Let A be a program, let nEN:
{
max {COST(A) (p)b; size(b)=n} ; if defined
COST(A)(p)n .-






n .111e REC-programs for the proj ections s. 1.n 1. B contain only the opera-,




ck costs k. The cost for addition and multiplication in RECS then
2to O(n) and O(n J, resp.
b) TIle easy VRECS-program for the access operation vs(i.x! •...• xnJ := xi in
3.2 calls itself i-I times using pred. TIlliS normally data access will be
free in VREC(B); in VRECS it costs D(n).
c) Under single-tape cost in RECW any single step. and thus any line
without calls, is of linear cost. Therefore a recursion of depth m on an input
of size n costs O(m·n). For example, accessing and scanning data (e.g. by
a selector) is of linear cost, anything involving copying (like concatenation.
test for equality. or bitwise addition) is quadratic, and bitwise multiplication
has cubic cost. Thus single-tape RECIV-cost corresponds to time on a single-tape
Turing machine (which has to run through the input to access it). Like mul ti-
tape Turing machine time, multi-tape RECW-cost is cheaper by a factor of n.
Thus data access costs 0(1). copying and the like is of linear cost. and bitwise
multiplication i:-; quadratic. Note that in working \~-jth natural numhers, RECIV
is cxponcntially cheaper than RECS; thi:-; is the familiar advantage of binary
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over unary representation. In the following lemma we record some of these
observations.
'1.'1 Lemma: Here are the REC\'l-costs for some functions:
function single-tape cost mUlti-tape cost
selector linear constant
test for emptiness linear constant
test for equality quadratic linear
gcncrali zed addfirst linear constant
concatenation quadratic linear
bitl'i'ise addition quadratic linear
" multiplication cubic quadratic
Proof: Since data access is not free in RECIV. we have to rewrite the programs
empty := if addfirsto then addfirsto else addfirsto
of 2.5 in variable-free form:
I





cq := if empty
epsi := sub first 0 first (empty word function)
All the functions involved are of linear single-tape cost and of constant
mul ti-tape cost.
2. 222
.. sl then (~empty .. s2 then Co else coo)
_"_'_5_" _i_f empty • si _t_h_e_n C~o else if equal .. (first@first)
Thus
then eq.o (subfirst0subfirst)




where CCn) is linear (constant) for single-(multi-)tape cost.
We leave the remaining functions to the reader. Q.E.D.
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4.5 Nmq Ne can sho\'/ that the compilers of Sect. 3 raise the cost of a program
only modestly. The discussion in 4.3 shows that we have to compare Turing
machine time and REel'.' cost; also we have to be faithful to the multi-tape case
anu the single-tape case.
4.6 Theorem: The compiler in 3.7 from RECW into TURING is quadratic: to
any RECIV-program A it produces an equivalent Turing machine M s.t. > if A is
of at least linear cost. then
Time("} = O(COST(A}'}
(If A is charged single-tape cost, then 1>1 can be single-tape; otherwise M is
multi-tape. in fact, has 2 \'lork tapes.)
Proof: Let A be a REClV-program of at least linear cost. Let b be an input
on II'hich VAL(A)b is defined. Let n := length(bJ. m := COST(A)b; thus n=O(m).
Let m be the 2-tape Turing machine equivalent to A by theorem 3.7. Started
on input b, the machine M simulates exactly the computation steps of VAL(A)b.
Ench simulation step involves handling of the actual argument(s), \~hich can
be done in linear time Nith the help of tape 2; plus maybe the handling of a
term from A, Nhich can be done in constant time. Since /Ii can compute the
basis functions of RECW in linear time, the time needed for any simulation
step is linear in the length of the actual argument. Each evaluation step of
A has cost I under multi-tape RECW-cost. Thus there are m evaluation steps,
and therefore the length of the actual arguments is ~n+m=O(m). Thus Muses
time Oem) for each simulation step, and
Time(M)n , 2= m'O(m} = O(m} = O((COST(A}n} }.
For the case of single-tape RECW-cost construct M as a single-tape machine. Then
the time M uses for each simulation step is quadratic in the length of the actual




(Note that here we need not. and in general cannot, know the number of
evaluation steps.) Q.E.D.
4.7 'Iheorem: The compiler in 3.9 from TURING into RECi',', slightly changed, is
quadratic for single-tape cost, and linear for multi-tape cost: to any Turing
machine M it produces an equivalent RECi'l-program A s.t., if M is of at least
linear cost. then
COST(A) = O(Time(M)2) (and = O(Time(M)) resp.).
Proof: Let M be a k-tape Turing machine consuming at least linear time. Let
b be an input on which Mterminates. Let n := length (b) J m - Time (M) n; then
n:O(m). We represent configurations of M by 3k+l-tuples
,.;here z is the present state of M, a. is the symbol scanned by the ith head,
1
;.llld v. and \\'. arc the content of the ith tape to the left and to the right resp.
, 1
of the head. \'Ie code MIs states and tape symbols into a fixed alaphabet in such
a way that all code words have the same length q. Let c be the code function
extended to words. Then in each step M changes any component of the coded
configuration by q symbOlS, if at all; namely it changes cz, the cai's, and
the right and left end of the cv. 's and the C\~. IS resp. Thus the "next
1 1
configuration function" g of 3.8 can be programmed in RECW using only functions
like subfirst, gaddfirst, and selectors which are of linear/constant single/
multi-tape cost by lemma 4.4. (\'lith the llSU;ll representation of a configuration
as a k+l-tuple we would have to use concatenation of quadratic/linear cost.)
The cost for g and also for the halting configuration predicate EH therefore
is linear/constant in the length of the configuration. This length is O(n) when
M starts to compute, and is increased at each step by at most k·q; thus it will
be at most
O(n) + m·k·q = O(n) + Oem) = Oem).
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TI1US the cost for the RECI~-program in 3.8 of the configuration function f of
/II is
COSTenn .::. m • OCm) O(m2) (and::" m· 0(1) = OCm) resp.).
If t-I l5 used to compute a Iwrd function h:D -~ 0, then we have to account
for the cost of the functions read and write, too. Read is a selector. and
\~rite involves the identity and constant \~riting functions; thus both are
of linear/constant east,and do not alter the above result. Q.E.D.
4.8 a) As the compilers themselves, also their cost bound carries over to
the more general situations mentioned in 3.11. Thus there are, for example,
quadratic compilers between PROBRECW and the probabilistic Turing machines of
[Gi 11 1977].
b) 'I1te compilers to and from REC support the "complexity theoretic version
of Church's thesis": that all "practical" programming systems are polynomially
related, and any problem "arising in praxis" is "computable in praxis" iff
it has polynomial complexity.
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S. COST ANALYSIS
The simple structure of REC-programs makes their evaluation most
transparent. and thus helps to exhibit some basic principles of cost analysis.
If so desired. one could transfer these principles to more involved languages.
Every programmer knows that the evaluation of a program involves two kinds
of work to be done; organization (of data access and control flow), and
calculation (evaluation of operations). On a computer often an organization
step is faster, and thus cheaper, than a calculation step, and there are
trade-offs between the two types of costs. In cost analysis nevertheless, this
important distinction either is made by brute force ("we count only multiplications,
everything else is free") or is neglected (machine cost). Making use of the
parallelism between semantics and cost definition in REC we give a precise
definition of "organization" and "calculation", and of their respective costs.
Thus we can put different weight on either type of cost, resulting in a different
cost analysis. TIle distinction between organization and calculation also helps
to understand probabilistic programs, \~here part of the organization is "done
by chance" in order to save calculations. Our second aim in this section is to
start a classification of programs according to their susceptibility to cost
analysis.
5.1 The evaluation of a REC-progrmn on an input consists of 11 sequence of tests
(if-then-else) and (possibly recursive) calls of function variables. The remain-
ing operators (composition, product, and combination) regulate the data flow.
If we follow the flow of control by doing the tests and substituting terms for
function variables, and if the program terminates, l~e get a term which is free
of if-then-else and of function variables. This term describes the calculation
to be done, including the data access operations. We call it the 'calculation
term' CT of the program on that input. We call the sequence of test terms
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together Nith their arguments the 'organization sequencer as.
5.2 Example: Recall the addition program in 1.1:
ADD:=if s; then s~ else SUCC ~ ADD " (ID~RED)
The evaluation of the program on any input can be described by an evaluation
tree where vertical lines indicate calls of ADD (the substitution of the defining






Sl suce 0 ADD c (IOOPRED)
suce CI s~ II (ID~PRED) suce (2) c ADD co (IOOPRED) (2)
A
suce (2) 0 s~ 0 (IDIliPRED) (2)
For any input the sequence of evaluation steps is reflected by a path down
the tree. The circled nodes show the evaluated test predicates; together with
the respective arguments they yield the organization sequence. The other nodes
shOi"I the construction of the calculation term; the last node in the path contains
the calculation term. Therefore we get:
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CT(f\lllJ,(a,h)J = suee (Il) 0 si 0 (lI)9I'REll) (h)
as (ADD, (a, b)) = ((S~, (a,b)), (S~, (a, b' I)), ... , (S~, (a, 0)) )
where rCb) ._ f 0 ••• 0 f (b times).
Another example £01101"5 in 5.13.
5.3 Definition: a) FollO\~ing parallely the definitions of semantics and
cost of REC-programs we define the Calculation Term of a program for an input
as a recursive function
CT : programs + [terms + [input + terms]]
Since the calculation term ",ill itself be applied to input to yield output,
we \"i11 IIITite CTCA,b) instead of CT(A)b. to avoid misunderstanding. Similarly
we write CT(t,b) instead of CTCA) (t)b in the following equations. Now let
A .= (F1 := t l •... , Fk := t k) be a REC-program. Define CT by
(I) CT(poq,b) ,= CT(p,VAL(q)b)oCT(q,b)
(2) CT(r&!, (b,c)) ,= CT(p,b)@CT(q,c)
(3) CT(p,q),b) ,= (CT(p,b),CT(q,b))
CT(p,b); VAL(s)b=o
(4) CrCif 5 then p else q,b) .- CT(q,b); VAL(s)bfo
undefined; O. \".
(5) CreG,b) := G for a function constant G
(6)
(7)
CT(F.,b) := CT(t.,b) for a function variable F.
" ,
CT(A,b) ,= CT(F"b)
TIle Organi :::ation Sequence OS(1I.,b) of a program 11. for an inJlut b is the sequE'Jlce
of pairs (s,c) evaluated during construction of CT(A,b) where c is an argument,
and s is ei ther
(i) a test condition, or
(i~ one of the operators composition, product, combination, test, or call.
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(Normally, when we are not accounting for RECI'I-cost, 'oJe ,,,ill simplify as
by deleting the pairs of type (ii), since their cost is 0 anyway.) Both
CT(A,b} and OS(A,b} are undefined if VAL(A}b is undefined.
b} For a program A which terminates on input b let r:=CT(A,b} be the
calculation program CP(A,b} of A on b.
5.4 Theorem: A program and its calculation term yield the same result
on any input on which the program terminates:
VAL(A)b = VAL(eT(A,b))b
Proof: Let A be a program which terminates on the input b. I'le have to show:
=
Q.E.D.
For any term t and any argument c we prove
VAL(t}c = VAL(CT(t,c}}c
(This proves especially that CT(t,c) is defined iff VAL(t}c is defined.}
Proof by induction on the number n of steps to compute VAL(t}c.
Beginning: n=l: Then t is a function constant g. 11lUS CT(g,c}=g, and
VAL(CTlt,c.))c = VAr.(~}c VAL(t}c
Induction step: t cannot be a function constant. Consider the case t:poq:
VAL(CT(p0<J,c}}c = (by definition of CT)
= VAL(CT(p,VAL(q)c) 0 CT(q,c}}c = (by definition of VAL)
= VAL(CT(p,VAL(q)c))(VAL(CT(q,c))c) = (by induction hypothesis)
= VAL(CT(p,VAL(q}c)) (VAL(q)c) = (by induction hypothesis)
= VAL(p) (VAL(q}c) = (by definition of VAL)
VAL(poq)c
The other cases are ana Iogous.
5.5 Definition: The calculation cost and the organization cost of a program
A on an input b are the cost of its calculation term and its organization
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sequence resp., on that input.:
CALCOST(A)b .- COST(CT(A,b))b
ORGCOST(A)b .- " CCOST(s)c ; (s,c) c OS(A,b))
(Nhere COST(op)c .- OPCOST(op)c for short. Recall th:!!. summands of this type
are 0 except for REClq-cost..)
s.() Theorem: The cost of a program consists of calculation cost ami organiz~!tlon
cost:
COS"I'(A)b = CALCOST(A)b + ORGCOST(A)b
Proof: Parallels the proof to theorem 5.4, and is thus left to the reader.
Q.E.D.
5.7 Remark; a) If t is a term without function variables, then CT(t,b)~t.
b) IVc can make calculation cost and organization cost depend on the input
size, as we did with cost itself. and can do worst case analysis with these
concepts. Thus \~e define for nEN
CALCOST(A)n .- max {CALCOST(A)b
ORGCOST(A)n ,- max {ORGCOST(A)b
size(bJ"'n}
size(b)=n}
Note that theorem 5.6 docs not holJ if n is substituted for b. For example.
in the VREC-program.
f(x, •...• x) := if x,=O then Ex. else if Ex.=O then 0 else 1
n - -- 1 --- 1
for any input of size n either the calculation cost or the organization cost
is n-l, but not both. Thus
CALCOST(f)n = ORGCOST(f)n = COST(f)n = n-l.
TItis is. however, not a typical situation. In examples for arithmetic
complexity. normally inputs of the same size even produce the same calculation
term and the same organization sequence. We call such a REC-program oblivious,
since the Turing machine simUlating it by theorem 3.7 is oblivious (i.e. the
problem P.
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head movements depend only on the input size, not on the actual input).
FOT an oblivious REe-program A we define
CTCA,n) ,= CTCA,b) , 05(A,n) .- 05(A,b)
when h is ;.Illy input of size n. lllis yields
CALCOST(A)n = COST(CT(A,n}) >
and from theorem 5.6
COST(A)n = CALCOST(A)n + ORGCOST(A)n.
5.8 The theorems 5.4+6 show that CT and as have the desired properties:
rOT a fixed input (size) they allow to break up a program into a calculation
part and an organization part. Of course the calculation term is not actually
constructed during evaluation; it rather serves to make explicit the actual
calculation done for that input (siw). Especially for oblivious programs.
hOl~ever, the calculation term can be thought of as a piece of hardware. And
for programs like Strassen's matrix multiplication or the Fast Fourier Transform
it might pay to Nire such circuits for often used sizes.
In the literature. to measure the complexity of concrete problems
normally one uses random access (register) machines or straightline programs
(casE' of arithmetic complexity) or Boolean netlwrks (case of Boolean complexity).
For the follm.-ing discussion let u:-; call such devices hardcopy programs. TIW
<lpproaches can be distinguished in presenting a fast method for solving a
Either for each n one produces a hardcopy program A which solves
n
P (problem P restricted to size n). The A are like calculation programs
n n
(def. 5.3.b) of an umHitten 'master program'. Or else one gives an algorithm
A, say in ALGOL-notation, and indicates (more or less) hOI\- hardcopy programs An
can be obtained informally from 1\. In either approach one considers
hn := cost(A ) as an upper bound for the complexity of P. The cost for the
n
organization, namely the second term in theorem 5.6 (in the above terminology)
cost(A)n = cost(1\ ) + cost to get A from n,
n n
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is not taken into account. Any of the more involved (e.g. recursive) algorithms
for concrete problems shows that this is a rather crude way to proceed. An
impressive case of the type of trade-off given in theorem 5.6 is the shortest-path-
a180rithm in [Mahr 1979]. There for any graph a hardcopy program which can be very
cheap (in calculations), is constructed by solving an organizational problem
\l1hich can be very expensive (have high organization cost). namely by finding
a separating set.
When somebody brings forth a fast method in the above l'I'ay. the unwritten
program or the unwritten hardcopy programs are implicit in the presentation;
thus the organization cost could be recovered in an informal way. The
negligence seems to be more serious when one wants to prove, dually, that the
function h is a lower complexity bound for the problem P, i.e. in the
terminology of REC
(1) VAfA solves P -+ ~lwn[COST(A)n > hn]], or equivalently
(1') VA 3wn[CT(A.n) solves P -+ COST(A)n > hn].
Since such a formulation is impossible with hardcopy programs. in the literature
one proves instead the stronger statement
(2) 3wn VA [A solves P -+ COST(A ) > hn].
n n n
Implicit here is of course the idea that the organization cost should never
exceed the calculation cost. It is easy, however. to construct for each
honest function h a problem P which has a complexity just above h, but is
trivial to calculate (i.e. has calculation cost 0 for each input size); thus
(1) is true and (2) is false. This shows that the approach suggested in this
paper yields a better foundation to concrete complexity than the 'hardcopy way'.
Also the 'adaptive' lower and upper bounds of [Mahr 1979] ask for such a framework.
In 5.10.d we will discuss another aspect which makes computation programs
superior to hardcopy programs.
5.9 Definition: a) A line F:=t in a REC-program calls a line G:=s (o"r
calls G) if the term t contains the symbol G.
b) 1\ Hue' i:; recursive if it ~;1l1s it:;c\l'.
~) A REC-program .is stl";ltifieJ if each line l:alls only itself or lines below.
d) To compress a stratified program do the following for i=2 •... k: If line
i is non-recursive, substitute t. for r. everywhere in lines l, ... ,i-l;, ,
remove line i. If line i is recursive and is not called in lines l •...• i-l.
remove it.
5.10 Remarks: a) The evaluation (and thus the cost analysis) of a stratified
program is especially simple: A line i can call either itself (recursive) or
a line further down (subroutine). In the latter case the call can be completed
without usc of the lines l, ...• i. Thus any line (together with the lines further
down) forms itself a (stratified) REC-program.
b) The compression of a stratified program is stratified. Except possibly for
the first one. its lines are recursive. Compressing leaves the evaluation tree
(see 5.2) unchanged.
c) The normal form of corollary 3.10 yields to any REC-program an equivalent
stratified program. It seems plausible that most REC-programs arising in
praxis are stratified (possibly by relwmbering the lines).
d) Straight-line programs (turned upside down) correspond to extremely simple
REC-programs: each line is non-recursive, and contains a single operation.
The input variables arc the same; the defined (intermediate and output)
variables in the straight-line program arc function variables in the REC-program.
Compressing such a REC-program yields a single non-recursive line. which is the
explicit definition of a function by a term which gave rise to the straight-
line program. This line is also the calculation program for that input (size).
This shows another advantage of the REC-formalism. lIardcopy programs (see 5.8)
are like machine code: cumbersome to write and unintelligible. Instead we
can use the full pOl~er of the high-level language REC, adapted to the data type
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in consiJera'tion, without being less prcci::;c; I.... C get d01'tn to the "machine
level" by prodw.:ing the l:,llculatioll Jlro~t'alll, ,.... hich is a mcchanici.ll process.
5.11 Examples: a) Matrix multiplication: Let us write A[t,m] for an
i x m-ma'trix, A(i,j) for its entries. The definition
(I) C(i,k) ,~A(i,I)'B(I,k) + ... + A(i,m)'B(m,k)
of the product C[i,n] of two matrices A[f,m] and B[m,n] leads directly to a
program, say, in ALGOL or REC. rOT fixed dimensions the ALGOL-program resolves
into the obvious straight-line program; the calculation program of the REC-
program is
(2) "'IM(A,B). k := A(i,l)oB(l,k) + ... + A(i,m)oB(m,k),,
which is the S;:lme as (1). (See s.lO.d.) If, hOl....cvcr one treats matrices not
as prefabricated, but as a data structure generalized from 'words!, one is
lead to an inductive definition using operations like firstrow, subfirstrow,
acltlfirstrOl'" etc. (Compare 2.3.) 111is suggests a recursive definition of matrix
multiplication as given by the following cases:
(i) A[I,I)'B[I,I] = (A·B)[I,IJ
(ii) (A[I,m], D[I,I])·(B[n,l]' c[i,I]) = A[l,m)·B[m,l] + D[i,IJ'E[I,I])
(iii) A[I,m]o(B[m,n], E[m,ll) == (Afl,m]oB[rn,nl, A[I,m]·E[m,l])
(Iv) (A[l"mJ) (Al<,m J ,"[m,nl)
oB[rn,n] =
D[I,m] D[I,mJ 'B[m,n]
This recursion translates directly into the REC-program
~'~I(X,Y) : - if colnX '" rO\~nY then error else
if rownX == I then
if colnY = 1 then
if colnX = 1 then nat(X)'nat(Y)
else /lll-l(sublastcoIX,subl:lstl·OI... Y) + t-1M(lastl:olX,I:lstrowX)
else gaddlastcol(MM(X,sublastcolY),MM(X,lastcolY))
else gaddlas trow (MM(sublastrowX, Y) .f'.1M (lastrowX, Y))
4S
An easy induction ShONS that the calculation program of MM is (2) as above.
b) Integer mUltiplication: The hTcIl-known algorithm of Kuratsuh<J which multiplies
d ·· b . a ( 1ago}) . I d . I f II .u~o 11- l.g.lt num crs.tll n stcP$, 15 ><Ise rccursl.vcly on t 1C :0 oW1ng
fact: Any n-digit numbers x and y over the basis B. where n is even~m:=n/2,
can be IHi ttell as
with m-digit numbers a,b,c,d. Thus we can multiply
n m
x'y'" a·c·B + (a-e + b·d - (a-b)'(c-d))'B + b·d
with 3 (instead of 4) m-digit multiplications, since a'e and b·d need not to
be produced tl·tice. The relevant lines in a straight-line program are
u:=:a"c, v:=b·d. 1'I1:=a-b, \~2:=c-d. "1:="11'''12
If \'1e translate this into a REC-program JO.IULL as in S.IO.c, I'o'e get 3
multiplicaitons as expected. Every evaluation of K/llULL hOlo/ever, uses 5
multiplications, since the functions U and V are called twice each. Also the
calculation program contains 5 multiplications. Thus we have to be more
careful, and write something like
KMULT := A00 3 0 (SHIFTnoS: ,SHIFTm oAD0 3 ~ (ID 20MINUS) ,Si) .. (U, V.I~)
\~here the programs for U, V, Ware analogous to above. This program contains,
and uses, only 3 multiplications which are piped explici tely to the appropriate
locations; the same is truc for the calculation programs. It is the strict
coupling in nEe betl....een sem<lntics and cost which forces us to be this explicit.
In contrast, the cost of the straight-line program depends, besides on its
semantics, on its implementation: If we compute it top-down (substituting
values), I~e multiply 3 timcs; if we compute it bottom-up (substituting terms,
evaluating at the end), we multiply 5 timcs.
c) We suggest that. the reader defines inductive data structures which fit
naturally to the fast matrix multiplication of Strasscn and to the Karatsuha
algorithm, or to any other rccursive algorithm. HOI~ does the change of the
data structure influence the organization cost? Are recursive algorithms so
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hard to implement only because they are strained through a non-inductive
uat<J structure?
5.12 QUI' dist:inction between calculation and organization (def. 5.3) is
tailored to oblivious programs. Often, e.g. in efficient algorithms for
sorting and searching, the control depends also on the actual input. In such a
situation \\'0 divide the basic functions of a REC-program into administering anti
\~orking operations. We call a !.erm Iwrking if it contains a working operation;
othen~ise administering. Further we call a test administering or working depending
on ,,'hat its condition is. Typically, administering are id, erase, zero, suce.
pred ; then data access, index computation, and initialization are administering.
We change the definition of the calculation term CT(t,b) for the case t is a
working test of the form (if s then p else q). as follows:
CT(t.b1 .- (if CT(s,b) then CT(p,b) else CT(q,b1).
5.13 Example: Binary search. Consider the following program which searches for
an eJ ement X in a LIST between the posiHans L.!f M:
SEARCH(LIST,X.L,M) := if L=t·! then L else if X ~ LIST( rL+M/21)
then SEARCH(LIST,X, [(L+>r21,M)
else SEARCIl(LlST,X,L. f(L+/Lt21 .: 1)
The variablefree program is of the form
SEARCH;'" if F then G else if II then SEARCH 0 G1 else SEARCH 0 GZ
This yields an evaluation tree of the form
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SEARCH"G 0 G2 2
1. case: ~ is an administering operation. Then for a list of length
n there are 2m calculation terms of the form GoG. " G.
1- 1 1m
llognJ :: m::. rlOg~ , corresponding to the possible locations of X in the list.
2. case: ~ is a working operation. Then the length of the list determines
the calculation term uniquely. It consists of the complete decision tree
which yields access to the location of X, e.g. for n=4:
if H then (if H then GoG l else G<>G 2) " G1






5.14 Remarks: a) Example 5.13 shows that there is no rigid distinction
bctl~CCll c;llt.:ulatiOIl ami organization. In most pr;lctical cases one will have
no problem to distinguish, depending on the type of cost one is involved with,
administering from working operations. Normally, however, part of the
calculation term will be evaluated during the organization phase. To clarify
the situation we could split off access terms from the calculation term,
canta i,ning only administering operations.
bJ The basic functions COIN and COINp in the nondeterministic and probabilistic
versions of REC (see. 2.11). are always administering. Thus, there the
calculation term depends not only on the input, but on the result of COIN
as well; it does not contain COIN. This makes apparent how the computation is
orgallizt~d by throwing the coin.
5.15 Definition: TYPes of REC-programs
a) A I inc in a REC-program is simple if it is of the form
where (i) there are no other tests and no other occurances of f (esp. no
nes ting of f).
and (ii) there is a well-founded partial ordering on the data (i.e. no
datum admits an infinite descending chain among its ancestors) s.t. in the
sense of the ordering the h. are strictly decreasing, and the set defined by
1
P is closed under ancestors.
b) A simple line is primitive if the partial ordering in condition (ii) is
the natural term ordering of the data structure.
c) A REC-program is
loop-free if it is stratified and has no recursive line;
a tree (a stick) if it is loop-free and contains working tests (no tests
at all);
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tree- (stick-) generating if it is stratified and contains (no) working
tests;
simple (primitive) if it is stratified and all its recursive lines are
simple (primitive).
5.16 Remarks: a) The evaluation tree (see 5.2) of a loop-free program is
finite. Thus these are only finitely many different calculation terms. To
determine the cost for an input one has to go along the corresponding branch;
the maximum taken over the corresponding branches yields the cost for an
input size. A stick program expanded yields a straight-line program. (See
S.lO.dJ 111e evaluation tree of a stick program consists of a single branch;
that of a tree-program is a tree alright. The calculation term of a stick
program is the same for all inputs. The compression of a loop-free program
is a single non-recursive line, Le. an explicit definition. Such a program
docs not call at all; one determines its cost by inspecting the defining term.
On any input the calculation program of a tree~stick-) generating program is
a single-line tree (stick) program. In the literature sometimes informally
the term 'tree program' is used for what corresponds to our tree-generating
programs.
b) A program which is primitive over the data structure <"N ; O,succ>, defines
a primitive recursive function. It seems plausible that any program arising
in praxis is simple, or can be made simple very easily. 'The four auxiliary
functions in the normal form of 3.10 are very 'simple' simple functions. A
simple program terminates on all inputs. In many cases its cost function,
calculation terms and organization sequences are 'simple', and easy to
determine. (See 5.18.)
5.17 With the help of the concepts of this Section we can now describe the
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process of cost analysis of a REC-program A. First stratify the program by
renumbering lines. (If this is not possible, see below.) Starting at the
bottom uctcrminc the cost of each line of the program (see remark 5.10. a) •
substituting the cost functions of the lines which are called upon. The cost of
the first line is the cost of the program.
This is normally a simple process if the program is simple. (See
5.1Sa.J Nun-stratifiable programs can often he handled by the same method
by figuring out the cost of two 'simultaneous recursions'
F:=$[F,G], G:=t[F,G]
from the cost of the combined line
(F,G) :=(s[F,G],t[F,G])"
From the information collected during the cost analysis one determines (if
possible) a definition of 'input size' which makes the program oblivious, and
thus gets a size-depending cost function. While doing the cost analysis one
can also construct the calculation terms and the organization sequences.
5.18 Cost analysis of simple programs: Consider the simple line (def. 5.15.a)
(1) fx:= if px then gx else t[xJf(hlx), ...• f(hmx)]
If the data structure is1N.n for some n, px is 'x -0' m-l h X" (x"1 x)1- , . 1 .= 1-' x2···, n •
then f is defined by primitive recursion from the functions involved. More
generally. simultaneous primitive recursion, course-of-value recursion and the
nested recursions of Peter [1936] are all simple. From the point of view of
foundations our generalization from 'primitive' to 'simple' is not satisfying
since the existence of the partial well-ordering is not a syntactical condition.
for programming and cost analysis, however, simplicity is as important as in
every-day life: it is not chained rigidly to the data structure; it is rather
easily checked; most recursive programs in praxis have it. We cannot dispense
with the requirements concerning the partial well-ordering. According to an
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unpublished result of F. MUller (sec [Fleischmann-MUller-Siefkes 1975])
we can still define all recursive functions in RECS if we restrict programs
syntactically to the form (1).
By applying def. 4.2 to (1) we get a recursion for the cost of f:
(2) COST(f)x = COST(p)x + {if px then COST(g)x else
m
" [COST(h.)x + COST(f) (h.x)] + COST(t)(x,f(h1x), ... ,f(h x))).
i=l ~ ~ m
To simplify the analysis let us assume that we can define an input size which
makes the program oblivious. Often then the predicate p depends only on the
input size, not on the actual input. Thus we can define a predicate q on nf S.t.
(a)
:.ct
'In :~ px for some x of size n.
us further assume that COSTet) depends only on size(x) instead of on
the actual arguments. If we write h for (hl, ...• h
m
). we get
(3) COST(f)n ~ COST(q)n + {if qn then COST(g)n else
m
COST(h)n + COS7(t)n + L COST(f)n.}
i=l :l
fux n:=size(x), n. :=SizZC1.X). Solving (3) is made easier by further assumptions.
1 1
For example, often COST(f) (size(h.x)) for all i and x depends only on size(x).
1
Then we can define a function k:.lN -+- It'i s. t.
(b) COST(f)(size(hix)) = COST(f) (kn)
for n:~size(x). By distributing COST(q)n into the if-then-else, and abbreviating
(c) rn.- COST(q)n + COST(g)n
sn .- COST(q)n + COST(h)n + COST(t)n
we get
(4) COST(f)n ~ if qn then rn else sn + m·COST(f) (kn).
In many cases this recursion is easily solvable. Since p is a terminating
condition, it is plausible that r can be bounded by a constant c in the range
of q. We quote tlW known solutions to (4): Let sn be bounded by a polynomial
of degree b. If
(d) gn:= n~O, kn .- n:1,
then for 19 n := log n
rn
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If for some c> 1
(e) qn:= n 0 1, kn .- rn/~









6. SEMANTICS AND COST OF PROGItM!S
IVe conclude the paper by collecting a couple of properties of REC. and
~ommeotiog 00 the underlying ideas. We start by supplementin~ 1.6 with the str~i~ht-
forwanJ proof that the semantics of REC is essentially deterministic (6.1+2). From
tllis basis, in 6.3 we justify the definitions of semantics and cost for REC, and
for its variants of Sect. 2. In 6.4 we clarify the discussion of 6.3 by commenting
on the concept of nondeterminism. In the central part 6.5 of this section
\~e di stinguish a semantic and a syntactic way to give a meaning to a set
of recursi ve equations: Dedekind-Skolem-Herbrand-Gtjde 1 vs. Thue-Post-Gtjdel-
Church-Kleene-Turing. We claim that in REC the tl~O ways converge. allowing
to compute "naturally". l'I'e support this bold claim in 6.6 by touching on
the method of algebraic specification, maintaining that it is important to
keep apart a program and the underlying data structure. In 6.7+8 we prove
a theorem of BUchi, quoted in 6.5, that exactly the hyperari thmetic functions
arc IIcrhrand fUTlctions. In 6.9 we collcct the points made in 6.3 and 6.S,
shO\~ing that REC is a functional language in thc sense of Backus [1978], and
cxtclluing these merits to the cost definition for REG. Consequently. in 6.10
we compare REC and the programming systems of Backus. We conclude the paper
in 6.11 with a general remark: hO\~ would life change if I~e Iwuld distinguish
[lroperly hct\~een "administering" and "working"?
6.1 Theorem: REG has a hyper-strong Church-Rosser property; namely given
any tlW evaluation sequences of the same program on the same input, either
both do not terminate. or both terminate yielding the same result and
containing the same steps (though not necessarily in the same order).
Proof: Let t be a term with input b. Let Rand S be two sequences computing
VAL(t)b, of length m and n resp.
ShON: If m is finite, then m=n, and Rand S contain the same steps and yield
the sallie result. (The thcorem follows by symmetry from def. 1. 5)
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Proof: Inductioll on 111 for ,.11 t, b, H, S. If m=l, then t ~s a function CDIlSt;lIH.
and I~::S. Thus let m>I. If t is a composition. a test, or a function variable
(clauses (1), (4). (6) in def. 1.5). then Rand S have the same second line. For
this line and their evaluation sequences the result holds by induction hypothesis.
"rhus it holus also for t, b. R, S.
Thus let t: :: (p,g) be a combination. (TIle case of product (P01J is
similar.) By clause (3) of def. 1.5, on the second line S starts by
cV::J.luating either p or q on b. Let it be the latter (the other case being
symmetric). Let V be the subsequence of S computing VAL(q)b. of length j.
Since R terminates. it must evaluate q on b. too (though not necessarily
first). Let U be the corresponding subsequence of R, of length i. Since
i < m, by induction hypothesis j == i, and U and V contain tne same steps
and yie Id the same resul t. Now, since V is fini te, S mus t evaluate p on b,
too (starting at latest when V is finished). By the same argumen~ again
Rand S tlo the same job on VAL(p)b, and thus on VAL(t)b. Q.E.D.
6.2 C(lx~-:llary_: for any REC-program A and any input b, COST(A)b does
not depend on a strategy for evaluating A on b.
6.3 Thus theorem 6.1 .i usti fies the cost definition for REC: the cost of
a program depends only on the semantics, and not in a hidden wayan the
implcmentation of thc language, i.e. on anyoners interpretation of thc
semantics definition. Of course, the implementation dictates the operation
cost, alld thus Gxpljcitly influences the cost definition.
Theorem 6.1 also justifies the semantics definiton for REC. Namely one
might object that the recursive definition of VAL is not adequate to explain
the meaning of programs which are themselves recursive definition. Def. 1.5.,
hOl~cver, is a single, simple recursion (though not "simple" in the sense of
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tlcf. 5. l-'l . b), \~hich. according to th. 6.1, is immune against the user I 5
intuition abollt recursion. The definition of VAL is sclf-cxpl:lIl;ltory, allu
s'·n,''-' ttl l~va lu:ttc arhi t1'a1'ilY compi icatcu recurs i vc progl"aIhS. Thus VAl.
fll:lctlOll', as I~('ll as (or better than) any interpreter Nritten in .its own
language: once understood it can be used for any program.
The definition of the semantics of a language ought to, and often will,
mirror the pecularities of the language itself. Any semantics of
a logic language (implicitly or explicitly) uses words like 'and'. 'not'.
Ifor all' in the metalanguage to define and justify their use in the object
language. In the same vein the semantics of REG is given by a deterministic
recursion. We could make def. 5.1 completely deterministic by requiring
that In clauses (2) and (3) p is always evaluated first. Or else we could
implement VAL on several processors and create PARREC (see 2.II.a). allowing
parallel processing (bounded or unbounded, depending on whether we use a
fi xt'd or all unbounded number of processors). This is a decision on the
jmplem{'ntation level which does not affect the semantics. Thus the slight
lru..le tel'lllinacy in the defini tion of VAL points to a degree of freedom in the
implementation, but not to a nondeterminism in the language. If on the other
hand we allow nondeterminisrn in the language by adding COIN (see 2.ll.b), then
the semantics itself becomes inherently nondeterministic by the added clause for
COIN. By adding a probabilistic choice COINp instead (see 2.l1.c) we switch
from abSOlute to probabilistic statements. Stated precisely the clause for
Cnl'ip I"
= 0
Prob (VAL(COINp) E :'" c} lp ; c'" l-p c '" 1
'nUlS 111 PROBREC the semantics of a program is given through a statement on
prohahi Ii tics.
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6.4 A least in OUT macroscopic world every event is determined, whether it
harrells with or without OUT interference. Often, however, it is impossible or
too costly or irrelevant for us to obtain enough information beforehand, or
to determine the event from it. TIlen we call the event un-Cor under-) determined.
We call a program which allows undetermined steps. as \~ell as its computation
'nondeterministic'; although the latter shOUld properly be called 'undetermined'
(sc. by the program and the input). The evaluation of a nondeterministic
program on a given input can be depicted by an "evaluation tree" where each
branching represents the possible choices at an undetermined step. (Such
evaluation trees should not be confused with the ones introduced in 5.2, which
picture the evaluation of deterministic REC-programs, where the branching
corresponds to the possible outcomes of tests on different inputs.) We supplement
the discussion in 6.3 by distinguishing several cases of nondeterminism:
(1) Pnr<lllel computation: Several subgoals have to be achieved; the order
is irrelevant and thus not specified by the program. Here the evaluation has
to cover all branches of the evaluation tree. If the computation facilities
allo\~ it and the subcomputations do not disturb each other, one can do parallel
processing; thereby saving time, but normally not steps. Otherwise one can
make the computation deterministic by picking the next step according to a
strategy _
(ii) Computation through derivation systems: TIle possible computation steps
are specified by rules; either the result of their application or the choice
which one to apply, is undetermined. Normally only one or a few of the
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infinitely many possible computations lead to a meaningful result. One can
make such systems deterministic by enumerating derivation sequences. which
is an unnatural and costly way. Normally the number of choices is decreased
by choosing steps according to a strategy.
(iii) Search problems: Programs searching in a finite set are the practical
brothers of derivation systems. Examples are the search for a Hamiltonian path of
a graph, or for a satisfying evaluation of a propositional formula. As a Tule such
programs consist of an easy nondeterminis~ic description of a solution. This
skeleton is either made deterministic by some strate~y, or used for a probabilistic
program.
(iv) Asynchronous computations: Several processes work in parallel, they
call each other, and shared resources. They may in themselves work deterministically.
but the system cannot (or will not) forsee their decisions. Thus this is not
a nondeterministic program, but an undetermined system. (See 2.ll.d.)
6.5 Anyone given the recursive definition of multiplication in 1.1 and asked
to mUltiply 2 by 2, Idll figure out what the definition "means": he will
come up with the same result as anybody else, and even with the same computation
steps (in some order). This is true for all primitive recursive, and even for
all simple recursive (def. 5.14.b) definitions: the syntactic form of the
program implies how to "compute naturally" with the programs, namely
(i) "figure out" values as far as possible (in REC, evaluate control
operations and basic functions);
(Ii) Ilcall an equation" by passing an argument to it.
Since any call (£.a) fits exactly one equation. the strategy is unique up to
the order of the calls. Evaluation strategies were therefore no issue in the
early work on recursive definitions (Dedekind. Peano, Skolem). Dedekind had
proved that every primitive recursive definition has a 'meaning'. namely a
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unique total function as solution. Presumably influenced by Cantor's
constructive attack at the continuum. he generates this solution as the
limit of the sequence of partial solutions which the primitive recursive
definition, used as an operator. creates when started with the empty function.
In this I·..-ay he replaces the recursive definition by an explicit one. For
his incompleteness theorem [1931] Gadel formalized this step in the ~-function.
l'ihen Ackermann and Peter found recursive definitions of functions which
are not primitive recursive, the search was on for a general definition of
'recursive function'. Herbrand proposed (sec G6dcl [1934]) to use Dedekind's
theorem as a definition: the Herbrand functions are those which are the
unique total solution of a system of (recursive) equations. His definition
fails, since Ilerbrand functions need not be computable (see 6.7+8 below)
Apparently, Grsdel realized this; in [19341 he changed the definition
as follows. Call a 'derivation sequence' any sequence of steps, performed
on a $ystcm of equations, of either of the forms
(lii) $ubstitute a value for a variable;
(iv) replace a variable-free term fa by the value b if the equation fa = b
is already derived.
Godel called a function recursive if there is a set of equations such that
for every argument every terminating derivation sequence yields the value of the
function. Kleene [1936] investigated this notion generalized to partial
functions; see the book Kleene [1952]. Herbrand's definition is generalized
by calling a partial function Herbrand if it is the unique maximal (in the
sense of !a) solution of a set of equations.
Gouel's definition is syntactic: since it seems no longer obvious
how to compute \~i th arbitrary sets of equations, the informal process
of computing is replaced by applications of two formal rules. Derivation
systems for computations had been introduced by Thue in [1914J, and
stlluicJ by Post in [1921]. Besides Gth.lel, Post (in his II production
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systems" of [1936] and [1943]) as lIo'clI as Church and Klcene (in the
A-calculus, sec c.~. [Church 1941J) used derivatIon systems to define
the recursive functions. Post's analysis of 'computing I in [1936] shows best
that machines, as e.g. Turing's, are nothing but derivation systems made
deterministic. Likely Godel sawall this; he was reluctant to accept
the Church-Past-Turing thesis that production systems are enough to
model 'computing', This seems the wiser as we still do not understand how
in nature a nproduction system ll reproduces and changes itself. Possibly
recursions of higher order, are involved, which embody infinite computations
into single steps. (See the work on the hyperarithmetic hierarchy, as
described e.g. in Sect. 16.5 of [Rogers 1967J. See also the books by Eigen
and Schuster [1979] and Hofstadter [1979J.) Today research on the evaluation
of recursive functions concentrates on the syntactic approach.
The above method of Cantor-Dedekind-G6delRHerbrand to semantically assign
a meaning to a set of recursive equations, revived in one of Kleene's recursion
theorems (thm. XXVI, §66. in [1952J), and led to the lattice-theoretic setting
of Scott and Strachey (see e.g. [197lJ and Stay [1975]). There a (partial)
function is recursive iff it is the least fixed point (which is unique) of a
set of equations.
Thus. the tOe seems to be a pc 1" fCL:t ,l1Iill ngy hetween logic languages (a~
the prcJlcate calculus) antI programming languages. Programs <llltl the
well-formed formulas of logic ~re both described grammatically. A semantics
function determines which formulas are meant to be true or false; just as the
fixed point semantics assigns a recursive function as meaning to a set
of equations. Derivation systems translate these semantic concepts into
syntactic ones. in both logic and programming. But actually the
distincti.on between syntax and semantics is not at all cle<lT in the area
of programming. There is no "semantics" of programs which docs not provide
for :IJl effective way of computing the meaning of a program through a series
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or :-;["1''';· For example, one proves that the least fixer.! poillt or :1 :"t't I,r
<O:411aLwlI:> l:xists uniquely by approximating it effectively b}; partial solutioJl~,
as described above for primitiv£' recursive functions; for arbitrary recursions
the evaluation strategy dictates the approximation, ~md thus the fixed point.
'Inc "semantics" definition of REe seems, at second glance, syntactic: the
evaluation strategy is given as a (though nearly deterministic) derivation system.
TIle definition of VAL, hOio/ever, follows the grammatical structure of the program,
cX<lctly as in logic it fOlJOI"5 the grammat:ical structure of the formula. In this
sense clef. 1.5 carries out the old task of Ucomputing in a natural way" not only
the pri 1111 t i ve recursive functions, but all recursive ones. Syntax and semanti cs
are unified. Derivation systems when made detenninistic by brute force, as e.g.
in Milrkoff algorithms, are ugly and expensive. IU;C instead simply computes dC'tC'\"-
ministlcally follO\~ing the term structure, and thus observes that even on the
highest level computing llmeans" computing.
When "programming I~ith equations'l (as e.g. 1n llloEfmann - O'Donnell
19791) or even with the full predicate calculus (see e.g. [Kowalski 1979]),
one exploits the structure of logic systems for programming. Thus, the
semantics of a system of equations is the set of all equations which follow
logically from it; one can compute using a logic derivation system. To
single out syntactically, however, those systems of equations which define
" f"n'" ~'''1 en a given data structure, one has to resort _ as it seems _ to
l·umpU(";ll Ion steps.
Since he built up terms hy arithmetic operations only, in his definition of
recursive functions GBdel needed equations Idth compound left sides, as well as
several equations for the same function, to allow definition by cases. As a result
it is undecidable which sets of equations arc IIprograms" (define a function
recursively) - a fact which is hidden by a trick in Kleene's uenumeration theorem"
(Klcenc [1943lJ. IVith the help of the test operator (the other operators are implicit
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ill l;{jdcl's tC1'I1l Jcl'il1itiollJ \~C l'l'Sll'il~t sets uf equations syntactically tu the
silll]llc form of flEC-programs, which naturally :Illow deterministic computations.
Thl' 0]Jl']"alors arc taken from the book [Brainerd-Lanclweber 1974J; there,
hpWl'Vl' I". ['l'l'IlI'sivc functions ;] re de fined via i teTation or III i n i III j =;It i on. not
through a general recursion schema. As mentioned in 5.17, F. MUller in
[Flclschmann-Mtlller-Siefkes 1975] uses a special recursion schema to define
the rccu('sivc functions. from this the REC-formalism evolved. In his book [1976].
UinJ gives bID definitions of the semantics of recursive equations.
one of I....hich ("call-by-value strategy!l) corresponds to the definition of VAL.
lIis system is different from REC. however, in that (it does not work with Vpctn-r
fUllctions and) for evaluating it does not follow the syntax of the defining
term, and thus the choice of a deterministic semantics seems arbitrary.
KJcenc in his book [1952] calls Gtldel·s definition of 'recursive function'
"a hold generalization" from the primitive recursive case. In the light
of the REC-formalism it seems rather a bold self-restriction to formal
computation systems, for want of an appropriate generalization of the notion
of computing. Actually both, primitive recursion and definition through the
p-opcrator (Kleene [1936)), are special cases of the recursive definitions
allOl~cd in REC (cf. Lemma 3.4).
() _CJ When nspeci fying data structures algebraically II (see e. g" [Goguen _
ThatchCI" - l'iagner - Wright 1977]) it is convenient to write down as many
properties of an operation as one needs. without combining them into a
definition, and even without worrying whether the description is unique
outside the domain one is working in. There is no sharp houndary he tween
program$ and (specification of) data structures; nevertheless, it is important
to keep the tl"O distinct, as is done in logic with I'inductivc" and
nrccursivc'· definitions. (The situation is different with recursive and
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nonrccurSl.ve functions; but similar with programs which can, or cannot,
he executed ill praxis.) In a given area the data structure should be the
COllllllon SCl"lL,"e 1~1'()UIHl 1"0" ;II1Y prop,r:lln camillI-: by. Thls docs not rnC<ln that
a program does not need its own peculiar data structure. Data representations,
however, arc used very often, thus should be evaluated as fast and reliably
as possible, using any tricks. TI1US nondeterministic specification might
be useful to design a data structure; for practical use it will have to be
refined to a deterministic evaluation. Understandable programs over efficient
data structures might be a good aim.
To consider an example. Henderson and Morris in [1976] present a
nondeterministic LISP-evaluator, arguing that it is often important. e.g.
II/hen one Norks II/ith "streams" (= infinite I/O). to postpone evaluation steps.
To us. it seems more appropriate to first define 'streams I abstractly with
such cX<lmples in mind, and then to usc them as a handy data structure.
Actually, algebraic specification and recursive computation complement
each other. In the former one defines data representations inductively,
equating representations by equations. There seems to be no other way to
introduce a data structure. if one does not work with a domain of prefabricated
data. Recursion then "unwinds" such data representations, and thus is the
natural and most efficient Nay to compute with them. Linear control structures,
as do- and Nhile-loops, itcratioI\ and the.,..u..-operator, are useful in special
cases. but are in use mainly as the remains of a time where computing was
done solely in the natural numbers. It is high time to divest them from
their exclusive riHe in teaching, doing and thinking about computing.
6.7 As mentioned in the beginning of Sect. 6.5, there are non-recursive
Jlerbr'lnu functions. This Nas shOlm by Kalm3:r in [1955]. At about the same
time BUchi proved independently the much stronger statement that exactly the
hyperarithmetic functions are Herbrand (unpublished, see BUchi [1957]).
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[n the rtlllOl~ing NC present Bu.chi'~ result, formul;ltcu for the REC-
formalism. \'Ie start Ily giving a JUleS-program (def. 1.7) whose unique
total solution is non-recursive. To do this we assume any standard coding
of Turing machine configurations onto natural numbers be given. Let End
be the set of (codes of) end configurations; let Tucc be the 'Turing machine
successor function~ which yields to any configuration the next one (and
is the identity on End). End and Tucc are primitive recursive,
thus are the unique total solutions of appropriate RECS-programs. Let A
consist of these programs \.,.ith the additional first line
Gx ;= if xeEnd then 1 else if (GoTucc)x > 0 then (succoGoTucc)x else (GoTucc)x
Let :lalt (HaItj) be the set of configurations which halt (after j steps): Le.
lIalto := End, Ilalt(j+l) := { x f Haltj; Tucc x e Halt j 1, Halt .- U Haltj.
Let g be a maximal solution of A. We want to show that
X E Ilaltj
x f. Halt
Thus g lS unique (and total). If g were recursive·, then the halting problem
were decidable, since Halt = sgog.
NOl.' we prove by induction on n
X E Haltn -+ gx = n+l .
By definition of A, gx = I for x , Halto. Thus let n > 0, x E Haltn,
y - Tuccx. Then y E Halt(n-l); therefore by induction hypothesis gy = n > o.
Thus «c have x ~ End, gCl"ucc x) > 0, \~hich implies from A
gx = g(Tucc x) + 1 n+l,
\~hich ends the induction. NO\~ let x f Halt; assume g x f o. The definition
of A yiel ds for y := Tucc x
(a) if gy > 0, then gx = gy + I > a
(b) i.f gy = 0, then gx = gy = a
"thus let yO := x, y. I := Tucc y .. By (h) gy. + 0 for all j. Thus by (a)
J+ J J
gyO> gy l > ... is a descending sequence of positive integers; contradiction.
11 j:-; rJ,l:-;y 1"0 :-;{'{' thai till' nEC-Sl'III:llllil"S lIl" I Ill' I't'ugl',1Il1 fI. j:-; the
partial function
hx := lj+l ; x Eundefined Haltj; x ~ lIalt
i .c. the Turing time (+1). By writing the definition of g a little more
ca refu Ily as
{j +1 X E Haltj} (3n) x €: Hal tn
o.w
we see that (as a relation) g E 1: 1 - III of the arithmetic hierarchy. (One
builds up the arithmetic relations by applying number quantifiers to recursive
predicates; one gets the hyperarithmetic relations by closing under recursively
defined universal functions as well. See [Kleene 1943] and [Rogers 1967].
cll. l(i.) Thus one proves the first half of thm. 6.8 by iterating the foregoing
construction through all of the hyperarithmetic hierarchy, starting with a
stand:lrd universal function instead of with Turing machines.
The other direction of thm. 6.8 is proved by recalling that a relation
is hyperarithmetic iff it can be defined in both forms, (:.H)P and (VX)Q.
where X is a set variable and P and Q are (hyper)arithmetic predicates. (This
statement, and its proof, is analogous to the fact that a relation is
recursive iff both it and its complement are recursively enumerab1e . ) Thus
let f\ be a REC-program defining the llerbrand function f; let F := (F I , ... , Fk)
be the function variables of A. Since A admits a unique maximal solution
for all the variables F, we can write
fx = Y <--')0 1F[F <Ire fUllctions satisfying A and FI x = yl
am]
fx <c.~> VP[P are functions satisfying A and x e:. dom(F I ) => FI x = y]
6.8 Theorem (BUchi [1957]): Exactly the hyperarithmetic functions are Herhrand.
6.9 Usually one defines the semantics of a programming language via a machine,
or at least \~ith a machine in mind. A 'machine' need not be greasy or
electronical; we think of any device \~hich computes with a prefabricated
data structure. The information is stored in locations. which, while
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L:01l1PUtjll~, tilt: machine ;ICCCSSCS through addresses or some other type of
J1i..llncs. One translates a problem given in eln informal langullge, first into
the nlathcmatical Jomain of sets and Functions by a precise definition, then
into .. programming language. A machine Tuns the program using an interpreter,
and thus by an I/O-device provides a solution. If the machine plays its part
well, then the program is correct iff the solution coincides with the
defini tion. Thus one gives the semantics of the programming language not
directly as a mapping from one formal language into another, but via the
detour through the j ron teeth of a machine, and for whole programs only.
This makes programs so hard to work and to understand. II Algebraization II
of machines makes the situation worse: it blurs the difference between computing,
~n a structured or nonstructured way, by clearing the difference away instead of
up. We show the situation in the follOldng two diagrams. Solid lines represent
the connections described above; the dashed lines. those \~hich are thereby defined.
(1) as it is
INFORMAL defini tion MA1HEMATICAL






























Tn the ~ccond diagram one provides the semantics directly, by defining the
mC<llling or the basic constructs of the programming language. 111is induces
the meaning of\~hole programs within the mathematical realm. As a second
step one realizes the mathematical equivalents of the basic constructs of
the programming language in the machine. Again, this induces a machine
interpreter for whole programs. Thus the semantics is in the center of the
picture, common base and separating line fOT the two triangles which join
the LIm formal languages, programming and mathematics, through a vague English on
one side and through a rigid machine on the other.
Thus the underlying principle of the REC-formalism is very simple: Compute
naturally. The objects to compute with have to be generated by finite means
from a finite ground. So a data structure unfolds as (the quotient of) a
term al gebra. When computing one uses only the tools used to represent the
data: One starts '-lith the basic functions, builds new functions from old
ones by scqucntialization, parallelization, and branching (local principles)
and by recursion (the global principle correspondinR to the inductive
definition of the term algehra). Let us SIII11 lip the fC';ltllrC's of IU:C, which
is ;l computation formalism structured according to this principle:
(il Programs have a ciear meaning, are easy to write and to understand.
(ii) Programs resemble structurally the functions they define. There are no




li.ii) The pru,granlilling COI1~trllcts ;It"C simple ;llId clc,lrly visihle.
Program construction and verification have nothing to do with machines.
ror any data structure there is a closely fitting computation formalism.
This yields simple compilers to other computation systems.
The semantics of REC suggests itself from the way we perceive the language;
5 imi 1a rl y the recursive definition of I cost I lends itself from the semantics
JefinitioJl, leaving no choice. The cost analysis traces the steps of the
computation, as the computation steps trace the definition of the function
computed. We can vary the cost by working with a different data structure,
or by imagining a different machine implementation. '£11is does not. however,
change the concept of cost. For example. the theorems 4.6+7 show that
REClq-cost resembles Turing machine time. By simply replacing 'plus' by
'milx' at appropriate places, we would depict space instead.
The diagrams (1) and (2) above describe the situation of 'cost l instead
of Isemantics' if we just replace the labels 'semantics l • 'input, output I •
and 'interpreter' by Icostl. Similarly the features of 'semantics' listed
uhovc give rise to the fo1101.... ing features of Icost' in the REC-foI1llalism:
(i)
(ii)
The cost analysis is easy and natural.
The cost analysis follows directly the computation. There are no variables;
thus the manipulation of data is clearly visible: there are HO hiliJen costs.
(i j j I 'I'll£' organi zation of the computation lays open. again there ,ire' no
hidden costs. Therefore some of the basic concepts of eost analysis
are easily obtained. as the distinction between calculation and
organization, or between different types of programs.
(iv) Cost analysis has nothing to do with m<lchines; only tile' o]1("ration costs
stem from an implementation.
(v) For any data structure there is an appropriate version of 'cost'.
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l;a:>y compilcr~ support the complexity theoretic version of Church's
Thes is.
(1.10 Although most of the conrent of Scctions 1 to /I is ('ontninC'd in
[Fleischmann-Mahr-Sietl:.es 1977J and is independent of [Backus 1978] > that paper
has influenced OllT presentation and some of Sect. 6 considerably. Backus
has shifted our attention from the cost analysis to include the general
question of semantics. His Functional Programming (PP) Systems lift program-
ming a fortunate mile aI~ay from traditional programming lan.'1:uages. They are
sillli Jar to IUiC-systerns, only seemingly more general; they bear the same
inpact on the situation of semantics. Backus does not distinguish between
progranl and data structure, and does not consider the cost of programs. This
nllo\~s him to use infinitely many and rather complex primitive functions.
So he can multiply arbi trarily large matrices without using loops or recursion.
REC is more modest, and thus more accurate. In REC the user has to choose the
right U<I'tii structure, and to spell out his wishes, getting aware of 'their
cost. Scc't. 12 of Backus' paper shows that also for him recursion is the
most important tool in programming. (Incidcn'tly, his recursion theorem 12.5
is the basis for the earlier version of REC in [Fleischmann-MUller-Siefkes
1975].)
We agree less with the second half of Backus' paper. Formal
Func'tional Programming (FFP) Systems are FP-systems plus their formalized
semantics, blurred into one system. So the metacomposition rule in the FFP-
semantics allows both, to create new FP-control structures and "to write
recursive functions without a definition" (p. 633); which is convenient,
but do'es no~ promote functional programming. Much of the von-Neumann spirit
thrown out in FP-systems, comes back into FFP, especially through 'storing
and fetching'. On a third leve~ Applicative State Transition Systems (AST)
formalize the implementation of FFP-systems. An AST-system stores only its
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own progr:lm :InJ the pTogr:l1n of the J;rr-systcm it. Tuns presently. Thus
its star~' transitions arc simple: Lh~lOgcs ['rom one progr:llll to another.
Implicit in any such transition however are the state transitions of the
rrp- run, l~hich in turn code the foP-evaluation. On the top level finally
sits a lila chine which runs the whole hierarchy.
TIle Jiffcrence in opinion seems to root in 'storing and fetching'. A
PI"O.t:r-,WI describes a function \~hich changes data. Ultimately we have to store
these uata somewhere in the physical space. The axiom of functional pro-
grannning, on \~hich we agree, is: Keep your programming language flexible,
and apart from the rigid 3-(01' le55-) dimensional space. Von-Neumann languages
thi nk ill the prefabricated data structures of machi ncs. Backus greatly clari fies
<Jnl! loosens this stiff connection lJy structurlng it hicTurchi 1y. lIe docs
not cut the ropc, since he \~ants to have the AST-system change its programs;
thc]"(:,lly turning programs into data, violating his own axiom. A REC-program
GIn ~it{)rC' data only "in the data structure". To store them concretely, and
to execute programs on them, is a matter of implementation. Therefore
problems, as how to store computed values and whether to compute in parallel,
do not appear in the semantics. This leaves the language so simple that it
is easy to usc, and easy to implement on any machine. Thus there is no need
to formalize the implementations, or to change programs by the system. Only
machine programs have to be changed during computation. If one wants to manipulate
a REC-program, one has to choose the right data structure, e.g. RECIV, but not to
extend the language. To formalize (part of) the semantics of a language in
the same language, was a necessary step for G/jdel in [1934J; the science of
computation still lives from it. In Backus! paper the same step clouds the fine
picture of functional programming.
Term algebr<ls are trees; therefore data structure arc COllapsed trees.
The simplcst such structure is the full binary tree. \'lhen you turn a tree
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upside dOlm, it changes into a root system. From such roots grow the trees
of recursive programs. If you would not keep its ground-covered roots
SCpal";lll' rrom its sun-hungry branches, <.l tree would die and decay.
6.11 Our everyclay life in universities and elsewhere is split into
"administering" and "working". We suffer from the ever more looming overhead
of organization. Tn a today's university the amount of work put into teaching,
research and other services shrinks relative to the efforts in trying to
organ1ze these activities. E.F. Schuhmacher in [1974] estimates that only 3%
of the population of England are engaged in "productive" work (where he does
not i nelude education, though). Since administration always produces more
administration, it is our task as scicntists to find structures which support
a trade-off in favor of creative work. Sect. 5 of this paper is a tiny step
in t.his direction: it shows how to distinguish administering and working parts
ln a program. The same uistinction can be madc in constructing computers
or databases, and in "computcrizing" a domain, like e.g. a library. The impact
of computers on human life \"ould change, if computer scientists would start
to learn that with marc organization problems can increase instead of vanish.
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